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MINES ANÍ) MINING
NELLIE GRAY PROMISING
The Nellie Gray mine located
by Frank Weldon and formerly
known as the Mollie's Dream
claim, is being developed by Mr.
It
Weldon
and associates.
promises to be one of the best
little claims in the district and
an excellent vein of ore is being
opened up through tunnel drifting
Mr. Weldon shipped a carload
of ore to El Paso last week which
netted him $404.60.

There have been several men
in camp this week looking for
leasing propositions.
RANCH

Friday night at the' Hunter

Ranch 8 miles west of this city,
Miss Rachael Robson will entertain at a St. Patrick's Day party
invitations having been extended
to over 75 young folks from
surrounding
Lordsburg and
country. The affair promises to
be one of the stellar social events
of the season.
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Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday, March

No. 18

TolumeXXIX

PARTY AT HUNTER
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Report of Lordsburg Attack American Soldiers In Mexico
Under command of General
On Saturday afternoon reports
gained ground that Lordsburg Pershing, 4, 000 American Soldiers
was to be attacked by a band of yesterday at noon crossed the
armed Mexicans who were alleg- Mexican border at Columbus In
pursuit of Francisco Villa and his
ed to have been seen by a
near Leidendorf early in band of raiders who last ihurs- the afternoon ana wno reported day attacked Columbus and
the fact at the 85 mine, Officers murdered 18 Americans.
Last night the American forces
left from here and scoured the
Leidendorf country but no trail camped ten miles south of
could be discerned leading to the Palomas.
confirmation of the report; mean
while excitement prevailed in
Lordsburg and many a trusty
(or rusty) rifle was brought in- have gone into Mexico in Bearch
I
i
J'. Tlrancno Tv ma.
to the limelight.
oíf tne
Dañan
Mexicans at the 85 camp did a Leaving here at midnight.
good amount of "celebrating" on
Saturday evening and a meeting
Major General Funston has ad
was held by the Americans to vised
the citizens of Lordsburg
plan ways an means providing appropos
of their request for
any violence resulted. Sheriff troops
here
that this city is too
H. J. McGrath went out to the
danger zone and
from
the
far
help
quite
excitement.
the
mine to
that peace officers should handle
the situation.
wood-chopp-

er
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PACK MULES REACH HACHITA

United States pack
mules, some with equipment and
some without, are reported to
have wandered into Haíhita, N.
M., some time Friday morning,
one of the mules having signs of
hlfwl nnnn Viia nnck. Where thev
from and whether the pack
came
DIES FROM GUN WOUND
ers in charge were tunea oy MexTommy
lucker, who was icans, is not known.
shot twice by Al Salazar about
three weeks ago, died Saturday
afternoon while undergoing an
MAP OF GILA COUNTRY
operation for the quieting of a
Thp
Wnl United States Com
hemorrhage caused by one of the
received a corrected
bullets entering her shoulder missioner hascountry
surrounding
map
of
the
body.
lodging Z shaped in her
The young woman had suffered Red Rock, N. M. Copies may be
a hemorrhage Friday night and had at the Western Liberal
Saturday morning and the opera Office.
tion was necessary without the
administration of anaesthetics.
J. N. Isaacs of the Animas was
Every ettort was made to save in town today visiting friends.
her life but her weakened conAt the concert next Friday
dition would not permit her to
Miss Garrett will sing:
night
brave the last attempts.
Among the Gold,
Threads
Silver
circulasubscription
list
A
wa3
Mocking
Bird and Annie
the
ted here Saturday evening and Laurie.
over $200 raised to have the body
embalmed and shipped to Kansas
where the parents and near relaJim Kainbolt of Duncan was
tives of the deceased girl reside.
"Tommy" Tucker was married here Saturday transacting land
to one Thomas Tucker, now serv- business before the local- , U. i.
Buck
Emetting a term' in a" penitentiary in the Commissioner.
accompanied him on the trip.
east
Eight
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REPORT ATTACK
Wednesday morning telegraphic
enquiries were received here froth
Albuquerque asking if the report
that Hachita had been attacked
by Carrancistas were true.' The
A. & N. M. Railway got in touch
with Hachita and reported "all
well".

and was in El Paso at the timo
that city by Villis-taThursday morning. He left EJ
Paso immediately and arrived at
the scene of the horrible tragedy
on Thursday afternoon, where he
lent his aid in comforting the dis
tressed. None of the members oí
the Baptist church were killed,
but practically all suffered monetary losses. Rev. Land was very
popular with the soldiers stationed
at Columbus and joined them in
their hours of grief. He brought
the first verbal account of the Col
umbus attack to Lordsburg Satur-

of the attack on

a

day.

WALNUT WELLS

ro.STOFFICE TO MOVE
The Lordsburg post office will
move tomorrow or Saturday to the
east room of the Rberts & Leahy
Mercantile Co. building, Mr. Leahy having been granted a temporary contract for the sheltering of
the office. For some time pat the
local office has been greatly in
need of more room for the accommodation of the steadily increasing business being handled. Several inspectors have visited Lordsburg looking over locations and
four bids have been made by those
who propose to build business
houses here in the near future.
The Western Liberal will remain
in its present location until its new
building adjoining the Star Thea
ter and Mrs. Steven's is completed.
I he brick work on the new office
will be done about Wednesday af
ter which Contractor Heather will
put' on half a dozen carpenters'
plumbers, etc., to get the Liberal
located by the first of April.
IN DISTRICT COURT
The officials of the People's
Savings Bank and Trust Company
who were in office when that institution failAd last June, have
been indicted by the grand jury
and the case is now being heard
before Judge Neblett.
The murder cases on the docket
will be taken up, beginning

ARIZONA DAY HERE
Requests have come from Mia
mi, Globe, Clifton, Morenci, and
other Arizona points, for an "Ari
zona Day in Lordsburg, to be fea
.ured by a baseball tournament.
Harry Wright is in receipt of
ing that the boys there are in favor
of chartering a special train to
communications from Miami stat
Lordsburg for a baseball game be- ween Lordsburg, Clifton. Moren
:i, Globe, and Miami, for a $250
purse to be divided
They
tate that over 400 men from the
district would take
n the big event. It is planned to
ake a special train, leaving Miami
it 7 a. m., returning about 7 p,
n, or later They have asked for
reply from Lordsburg
Saturday night a meeting of the
usiness men of Lordsburg and
Isa of the local baseball team has
een called for seven .o'clock at
he office of Justice C. W. Mar- alis, at which time ways and
leans for the "Arizona Day" will
e discussed and a baseball team
rganized. Every citizen is urged
o be present.
tlobe-Mia-

Our community has been gener
ally shocked and saddened by the
trasredier enacted at Columbus on
the night of the 7th inst., in which
the writer suffered the loss of two
good friends, in the untimely death
of Walker and Moore.
Panic seized the most of our
upon receipt of the news of
the raid and sacking of the town
Many have left the
of Columbus.
country, while many more have NOTHER STRIKE AT CLIFTON
gathered at the Las Ciénegas to
As the result of the disharge of
have the protection of government n employe of the Shannon Copper
troops- A few of the more hardy company last Thursday, that com
are staving on the job, where they iany has suffered another close
exnect to remain to the finish.
lown by the striking employes
The atrocious murder or two or Manager J. W. Bennie has offered
our citizens, Arthur McKinney and nediation with a grievance com- Bill Corbett, by Mexicans on the nittee. Friday the Shannon smelt
Boca Grande southeast of here, r, converters and mill were clos- in Mexico, has so intensified the id down by the strikers.
feeling here against the Mexicans,
o
that people are on the
CONCERT FRIDAY NIGHT
tension.
Troops have been rushed, here
The
first concert of Mis3 Eliza
in quantities that now seem to ofby the
beth
Garrett
fer ample protection to our people. Lordsburg Gleeassisted
Club, will be
keeping theii
Soldiers are
search lights busy on the valley at sriven in the Star Theatre next
night now in endeavors to locate Friday night (March 241 h) at
The members and in
any raiders who might slip across o. m.,
structor have been working hard
the line.
of
C. O. Wills and family left for to perfect an organization
Deming Wednesday morning.
which Lordsburg may feel prcu
R. L. Keith and family have gone and their first efforts should be
to Hachita.
awarded by a packed house. The
Mrs Rena Stidham and two chil- program follows:
dren have left for an indefinite
1
Piano duet
stay with home folks in Texas.
A. Rubenstun
W. H. Chaney and family have Trot de Cavalerie
Misses Garrett and Marsalis
quit the flat and gone to Hachita.'
2 Vocal
Mrs- Schrimpsher, with her son
Denza
Jack, are in Hachita temporarily. Bird of Spring
Elizabeth OarreU
J. M. Pierce and family of Emory
3 Chorus
Canon, have gone to A. Gruell's
on the upper Playas.
Stars of the Summer Niirh- Isaac Voodbeay
Miss Bessie Steen, who was
Lordsburg Harmony (lu.i
teaching the Emory school on the
Í (A) To My First Love, (B To My
east side, left, the same on WedLoh
Last Love.
nesday night.
Elizabeth Garrett
Mrs. W. E. Parker, of the Ani6 Solo and Chorus
mas Valley, made a hurried visit
to the home folks on Tuesday, and O Fair New Mexiao. .Elizabeth Garrett
Lorusburg Harmony Club
joined them in seeking safety fur
(C
6 (A) April, B
ther north.
Elizabeth Garrett
Mrs- Mary Steen. who has been Cloudcroft
Elizabeth Garret
teaching the Walnut Wells school,
has resigned, thus leaving Lincoln 7 Chorus
Plantation Medley
district without a school. Arranged by Elizabeth Garrett
E. R. Spencer, ranch foreman
Lordsburg Harmony Club
for E. K. Warren & Son on their 8 Group
of Old Favorites
ranch at Ojitas, Mexico, was mur
Garrett
Elizabeth
on
re
by
band
their
Villa's
dered
9 Chorus
cent raid.
Queen LUiuokalam
John T. Lard has returned to Aloha
Arranged by Elizabeth Garrett
his place here and is going to stay.
Lordsburg Harmony Club
No more Arizona ior him.
C. O- Wills, J. A. Deaton and W
D. Krebaum were at Silver City on
A new auto service has been
the 9th attending district court.
in Lordsburg by VV. N.
started
A soldier was shot at Alamo Bentley who recently arrived
Hueco Thursday, having failed to
with a Buick touring car.
halt when the guard called to him here
established bis stand at
has
He
by
W. J
He was taken to Hachita,
Krebaum for surgical treatment the Mint Club.
touch-and-g-
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How One Alan Helped His Town
by Originating Pay-U- p
Week
p
Week originated may bo of interest. Hero's
tlio nation wide movement had its start:
Lewis W. Moore, editor of the. Border Telephone of
Hume, Bates county, Mo., has tlio habit of regularly doing unusual
things of a progressive nature. As a result of his persistent, untiring advocacy, practically every building iu Hume is painted
white, anil traveling men from everywhere liuvu christened it the
White City arid retold its glories throughout the country.
WEEK CAMPAIGN WAS 80
THE RESULT OF HIS PAY-U-

HOW

ray-U-

HIGHLY SATISFACTORY TO ALL OF THE PEOPLE IN HUME
THAT IT BECAME SPEEDILY NOISEO ABOUT, AND EDITOR
MOORE RECEIVED SO MANY INQUIRIES FROM METROPOLITAN
NEWSPAPERS",
WHOLESALERS,
MANUFACTURERS.
JOBBERS
AND RETAILERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED 8TATE3 THAT HE
ASSUMED THE RESPONSi BIL.TY OF PROCLAIMING A NATIONAL

'

WEEK.
Editor Moore states that the business men of Hume were
ngrccablv surprised over the almost complete settlement of all account
ue them, and theso citizens were more pleased over the
rase with which tho feat was accomplished and Hie great satisfaction resulting from being able to know and say that all of their
debts were paid.
PAY-U-

P

WHAT WAS DONE IN HUME CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN
CITY, TOWN AND HAMLET IN THE UNITED STATES. CONCERT OF ACTION EASILY CAN BE WORKED UP. TO PAY YOUR
DEBTS IS AS IMPORTANT AS IT IS TO GO TO CHURCH. BOTH
ARE MORAL OBLIGATIONS, THE FULFILLING OF WHICH WILL
GIVE YOU SATISFACTION.
'
WEEK CROWD.
JOIN THE PAY-UEV-ER-

P

You'll help tho town.
WHEN

YOU

HELP

THE TOWN YOU

HELP YOURSELF.

Week Idea Simple; It
Makes For Prosperity at Home
Pay-U- p

idea works. For
persons wonder how the l'ay-U- p
suppose you came in and paid us that dollar on your
We would owe thai dollar to the butcher and
subscription.
run and pay him.- Thus two debts are settled. The butcher would
owe the harness maker and go and pay him. Three debts are settled. The harness maker owes (he grocer and would run and pay
him. Four debts are paid. You would bring in your eggs,. and
the gTocer would pay you the same dollar.
There you would have it. Every one would pay every one else,
and in the end all would be paid. None would be out much of
anything except debt.
Let's start the movement in this town without delay. Get the
WTeek
dollars moving. If you owe a bill that is duo before Pay-U- p
Week gets here. 1 f you owe a bill that
don't pay it until Pay-U- p
is not due until a short time after Pay-U- p
Week pay it during
Pay-U- p
Week.
Make the cash hum in that week.

SOME

WEEK 13 BECOMING NATIONAL IN ITS SCOPE.
THIS PAY-UTHE CITIES WHERE IT HAS BEEN TRIED OUT THE RESULTS
P

IN

HAVE EXCEEDED EXPECTATIONS.
IT HAS BROUGHT WITH IT
CASH HAS BEEN RESPLENDID REVIVAL OF BUSINESS.
LEASED.
WHEREVER
THERE'S CASH THERE'S BUSINE8S.
PAY-UWEEK IS AN ELABORATION OF THE ENDLESS CHAIN
PROPOSITION.
IT HAS THE TENDENCY TO PLACE DOLLAR8 IN
A SORT OF ENDLESS CHAIN.

A

P

Everybody in this community should take off his coat and work
for Pay-U- p
Week. It means a lot to you. I means a lot to every
man that lives here that has his interests here.
BOOST FOR

PAY-U-

P

WEEK.

It. will help the town.
IT WILL

HELP YOU.

1
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V
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REV. LAND ATCOLUMBUS
FOLLOWING THE BATTLE
Rev. J. A. Land,' pastor, ef th
local Baptist church, is also pastoi
of the Baptist church at Columbus,

i

,

make

Shoes

Shoes

O

-

good" or lose its reputation
and its customers.

In all

,

modesty we want to say that
we are making

good and

holding our old customers,

Rain-drop-

and making new ones from

"We

close at

line of Wan

just received.

Shoes
Call and

inspect our line. New

-

day to day steadily.

If you see it in

s,

Beautiful new spring

OUR ad, it is SO
6 o'clock p. m.

i

line of Hats just in.

Car load of Furniture

just arrived.

1

-

The Baile

Dmi RlercantilB

Co.

THR RARER TS & LEAHY
MERCANTILE CO

INC.!

vTTnnN mhcrau
WIISTHRN LIB RAL
LORDsnuna . . .
Farln

new Mexico

V. Bush, Editor and Owner.
Pnbllnhed Every Friday.

Conscience never threatens.
ays Is:' 'Tro telling you."

FOREIGN

HEWS TO DATE
III PARAGRAPHS

All It

8neeza unto others at you would
have, others sneeze unto you.
Nearly every boy who has Imaglni
tton would Ilka to live In a cave.
Suggested as a practical leap-yea-r
proposal: "Will you be my meal
ticket

r

About the only overproduction we
re suffering from nowadays Is ot

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

Of

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BU8Y

PEOPLE.

weather.

Germany rinrlared
ai.d handed passports
guese mlnifler.
Jean Mounrt SuITt.
French tragedian. In
Me waa 75 years old.

0rrseas

Tho

FtlUIIE R. R.VALUATIOUS

hr on Portugal
to the Portu-

NEW MEXICO

the celebrated
dead In Paris.

News

Apency

STATE NEWS

an-

nounces that 2,800 exhibitors took
part In the Lcipslo fair.
Fred T. Jane, widely known naval
author and Journalist, died suddenly
at Southsca, England. He was .45
years old.
Charles Itonpa was convicted of
dynamiting Canadian DUildiugs by a
Jury at Sandwich, Ont., and renteoccd
to life Imprisonment
Revolutionists on a launch from tho
Portuguese dependency of Macao atnear Cantacked the gunboat
ton with bombs and rifles. The
repulsed the attark and captured
the revolutionists.
The Brltinh torpedo boat destroyer
Coquette and torpedo tout No. 11
have been sunk by striking mines, it
was officially announced in London.
The announcement rays the number
of casualties was fo.ly-flve- .
The Russians found only sixteen
Armenians alive in Erzcrum out of
the usual Armenian population of
40,000, according to lnformratlon re
ceived in Petrograd and forwardud
by Reuter's correspondent in the
capital.
Gen. Carranza ordere 5,000 troops
from various garrisons to move upon
the Villa forces. The effect of their
advance probably would be to keep
the Villa bandits near the border and
trap them between the American and
Carranza forces.
About 445 passengers and crew ot
the Spanish steamer Principe de Asturias are missing and believed lost,
following the wrecking of the steamer
on a rock en route to Buenos Aires
from Barcelona, according to a Lloyd
dispatch from Santos.
The German cruiser Moewe, which,
according to rumors a few days ago,
was captured by the British, arrived
in a German port, according to aa official announcement made at Berlin.
She had orr board 199 prisoners aud
1,000,000 marks in gold bars.
Sui-W-

Sui-W-

Servio.
there ought to be a col- irxttn Niwicnwr Union !
lege professor to fit Into that supreme AEOUT THE WAR
court vacancy.
Dispatches from Saloniki aBsert
allies will begin Balkan offensive In
If a man can prove that his neighbor May.
Is wrong, he Is not greatly concerned
London Is uneasy over reports that
bout proving himself to be right.
a great German battH fleet Is maneu
vering In the North Sea.
Witnesses still Insist that the EastGermans, by use of large masses of
land was "safe." Yea, and so was Eu- Infantry
and heavy losses, retake part
rope before
Somewhere

It exploded.

of Corbe&ux wood at Verdun.
British fall back after battle with

The stylish short skirt is beautiful
Turku
and bewitching, but It has struck Turks east ot
claim 2,000 British wero killed.
Imagination a deathblow.
Germany has formally declared war
Dyes may be dispensed with or a on Portugal, which
the
becomes
substitute devised, but the shortage of thirteenth nation to enter the conmaple sirup Is a calamity.
flict.
Twelve persons were killed and
It Is reported that the mistletoe la tbirty-threInjured In a raid by Zepkilling the larch trees in Oregon. But pelins over the northeast coast of
what earthly use are larch trees T
England.
The French after setting back the
As Is usual In presidential years, Germans driving on ths front west of
there are prospects of a bumper crop the Meuse, have occnplud the heights
of politics of one kind or another.
ot Cote de l'Oie.
ridge
Germana claim to
After n politician has opened bis west of Douaumonthave taken
and to have
mouth and put his foot In It bla next
pushed line forward a short distance
move la to repudiate the Interview.
east ol Fort Vaux.
West of . Douaumont and around
The very tone some married persons employ In addressing one anoth- village of Vaux vicious Infantry at
er as "dear" la often sufficient to start tacks by Germans have broken down.
according to Paris.
a row.
A. J. Balfour replied to the charges
California occasionally has a slight made by Winston Churchill that the
earthquake shock, but Callfomlans are British navy is not as Btrong as it
not advertising the fact. It might hurt should be. Mr. Balfour asserted that
business.
England waa never better prepared
for war on the sea.
The safety of little nations In war
American troops were ordered
times seems to depend more on inac- across the Mexican border by Prcsi
cessible mountains than Irrefutable dent. Wilson to take Francisco Villa
argumenta.
and his bandits, dead or live, who
raided Columbas, New Méx., killing
One advantage of keeping a diary
Americans and burning part ot
lies In the fact that the keeper la not sixteen
town.
the
required to adhere to the facta aa be
Germany in a not-- to the United
goea along.
States has admitted that the stand
It's a curious aeronautical law that taken by the United States on under
the "enemy" aeroplanes alwaya kill sea warfare Is Just. Berlin says it
civilians while "ours" always land waa forced Into action by England
bombs on ammunition works or bar- The kaiser offera to ubldo by the old
war rules If England will do the same.
racks.
The activity of Hussian torpedo
The Innate bravery of men and boats in the Black Sea against coast
women Is exemplified In the fact that towns east of Trebizond is con
they can read a modern realist a writ- tinuing with success. According to
ings and then go calmly off and get recent dispatches from Sebastopol
married.
the Turkish coast defenses are crumb
ling before tho intensity of the KusOne of the funniest . things In this siau bombardment
a
world la to hear
rickety and totter
ing old codger of seventy handing WESTERN
baby talk to a fat widow of forty-fivGeorge B. Walker, a railroad em
summers.
ployé living In Denver, was killed In a
railroad wreck near Casper, Wyo.
"To study human nature It Is neces
The Quaker Oil Company at Pitts
sary to go where it Is." says the To
ledo Blade. Maybe so, but the going burg, Pa., declared a dividend oi
la rough in places and many a student $1,400 a share, which have a pai
has gathered disastrous bruises aa he value of $25 a share.
Papers found on the battlefield op
went
poslte Columbus, N. M., revealed that
A science note exolalna that
Francisco Villa decided last Octcbe
cent'a worth of electrical energy will to wage warfare against Americans,
Jirt 100 gallons of water 100 feel." And
Train No. 8 of the El 1'hho South
did you ever notice bow far a prac- western railroad, eaatbound, reachea
tically worthless pin sometimes will Columbus, N. M., Friday
with the crew
lift a
man?
and passengers heavily armed. The
reported quiet at Hacbita and Vic
The British have removed the ban torla.
on peroxide of hydrogen and blonde
The physical training of the youth
beauty Is dimpling all over with
of the United States In order that the
smiles of relief.
may be prepared to defend the coun
Tea, potatoes are high, but tbey try w.s urged by Governor Carlson in
before tho Swedish Noon
won't be much lower until the Drat of
the I9K crop begins to open Ita eyes Day Club at Omaha.
Gen, Carranza does not care to
ta the mark eta.
make a statement in regard to the
Eomebody says grippe Is winter hay oituatlon resulting from the raid oi
fever. But It Isn't. Grippe bits you Columbus, N. M. A rigid censorship.
when you're not looking. Hay fever la has been imposed, and Mexico 'Clt
a gentleman.
newspapers are printing nothing o
the raid and the public has not been
If there la any other variety of trou- advised of It
ble coming In the future, It will not
be a aurprlse, but It will be welcomed WASHINGTON
as a curiosity.
Senator McCumber Introduced res
olutlon In the Senate to direct the
Events In Europe continue to move President to send armed force into
In a way which removes any suspicion
Mexico to pursue bandits reHpoimil.e
that the astrologers and prophets In for the Columbus outrage.
general have been speaking from In- Throe dreadnought and tour buttle
aiue iniormaiion.
cruises added to the American flee!,
One of the
little ways built and authorized, would make It
for a lawyer to edge Into a murder the equal In fighting strength of the
German
fleet.
Admiral
case promising much publicity la to present
purport to have some mysterious In Fletcher, commander of the Atlantic fleet, declared before the liousu
formation about It
naval committee.
Gen. Villa has received word that
War baa cut down American customs revenues about 27V4 per cent, 3,000 United Stales troops have been
which la another reason for believing ordered to enter Mexico and take him
In the blessings of peace.
"dead or allvo," and has Issued orders
for concentration of bis forces,
Without waiting for details. It may
at C.000 men, in a greut camp
Imposed
fine
on a iixteeu miles southwest of Columbus,
be assumed the
Swiss editor for writing a poem waa í. M., according to advices received
'based on general principles.
by the State Department.
Senator Fall Introduced resolution
The fund for the erection of a mono to recruit 600,000 volunteers to police
men! to the memory of the Inventor Mexico.
of the alarm clock makea very little
X. D. Baker baa
upon bis
beadway In the winter time, and Id duties as Secretary entered
ot War to sucnobody
carea
aummer
ceed L. M. Garrison.
e

e

best-know-

esil-mate-

TAX COMMISSION CUT8 ASSESS
MENT TWO MILLION,

o

Uua-slit-

SPORTING NEWS
At Chicago Battling Nelson, former
lightweight champion pugilist, 'was
granted a divorce from Fay King.
Louisiana of v Philadelphia won a
decision In fifteen rounds over Benny
Chavez of Denver in a last round
rally at Kansas City.
The National Baseball Commission
issued a notice approving the recent
legislation by the two major leagues
abolishing barnstorming trips.
A bill to legalize fifteen-rounbox
ing bouts in Kentucky passed the
House by a vote ot 48 to 27. Friends
of the bill claim it will pass in the
Senate. ...
.
Four towns have already signet
articles to support a league baseball
team this year. The towns are
Cheyenne, Greeley, Fort Co Una and
d

.

Loveland.

WcHtern

Mine Output Values Will Be Certified
to County Officials as Soon as
Tabulated by Secretary.

Newspaper Union New flervlc.
COMIXfl KVXNTS.

The
Ycddin: ft
Cafic

an example of
Newtppr Union News frorvlfe.
Santa Fe, N. M. Valuations of tho decorative art never
aud El Paso and equaled in the hisA K. P. lodge may be formed at Southern Pacific
Southwestern railroads were reduced tory of cake decoratLas Cruces.
by the State Tax ing
an example of
Silver City's new hotel has been from figures set 1916
lightfigures
Commission
deliciousness,
to
for
the
formally opened.
set for 1915, a
ot something ness and wholesome-nes- s
It is announced tbat Magdalena like $2,000,000 reduction
In all.
The El Paso
that would be a
will have a smeltnr.
and Southwestern . had been ralsetl pride to any house
A large acreage of cotton will be about a million
and a half and tho wife. It 13
planted near Artesla.
Southern Pacific nearly bait that
More copper has been found In the much.
Burro Mountain district
The action was based on a show
The Elks' Lodyo of Raton Is to hold ing that In connection with the anTestimonial
nual report made to the State Cora street carnival in April.
The Republican State Central Com poration Commission by the railroads
mittee will meet In Santa Fe March certain allowances should be taken
Into consideration. In arriving at the
14.
Santiago Lucero has been arrested actual not earnings.
assessment of the E. P. & 3.
at Estancia on a charge of stealing W.The
now stands at $20,833,825; that of
some horses.
the Southern Paoific stands ot ap
l Í I
A fire has been raging for about proximately $8,041,070-- .
a week on the Gouzolitas mesa south ' Tho commission also ordered an Inwest of Springer.
crease In the valuation of the Postil
world-famou- s
The old Carrizozo Ice plant which Telegraph Company from that fixed This
Wilson
Gait Wedhas been idle for some time. Is to be at the November meeting. The in
operated again.
crease is from $75 to $100 per polo ding Cake was made
80 mile and from $7 to $9 per wire mile. by Kirs. Marian Cole
probably"
Cat orino
Estrada,
The work ot determining the net Fisher and Miss
years Of age, was found dead in his
value ot the output of each of the Pansy Bowen, both
cell in the Deming Jail.
nnd
metal mining well known Domestic
Land for the sugar beet experiment producing coal
concerns
during
of
the cal- Science Experts
stat
the
sea-seplanned in Dona Ana county this
endar year of 1915 waa completed CalumetBaking Powhas been selected.
aud as soon as the valuations can be
Senator Fall has Introduced in Con- tabulated by counties tbey will be der was used because
both these experts
fedgress a bill to provide a $100,000
certified to the county commissioners use it exclusively in
eral building for Silver City.
by Secretary Howell Earnest.
Panhandle
The meeting of the
The commission adjourned, after their work and know
Bunkers' Association will be held In' having been in session for a week it is the purest, the
Clovis on June C and 7.
and "will not meet again In regular safest, the most
session until the third Monday in wholesome and ecoMrs. Joe Sherman, living near Tal-bnomical to use.
was shot accidentally In the July.
rifle.
breast with a
So do millions of
Columbus Shot Up; Some Killed.
in
The state is to aid Luna-coun- ty
housewives who use
Columbus
Pancho Villa, with be- it every bakeday so
erecting a bridge over the Mimbre.
tween 400 and 600 men, attacked Co- will you you
City road.
on the Demlng-Sllve- r
if
try it
Farmers' week in Colfax county lumbus at 4:30 a. m. on the 9th, shot on the things hardest
town,
up
of
a
killing
tho
number
was a great success, nearly 700 peocivilians, men and women, and then to bake.
ple attending the various meetings.
rr treated about 6 o'clock under tho Send your name and
Three thousand dollars' worth of
Kre of three troops of the UniteJ address for free recbeans were raised on a single quarter-sectioThirteenth Cavalry. He left ipe and history of
near ,VVagon Mound last sea- States
part of the town In ashes.
son.
trie Wedding Cake.
Then bake one just"
Union county has been divided into $300,000
Contract at Tyrone Camp.
like it yourself,
three commissioner districts, and
Silver City A firm of contractors,
crenew voting precincts
Beveral
f?ec1utf Highmmt A ward
who have been doing a large amount
ated.
World' Pun Food
of the construction work at Tyrone
Chicago and Paris
The city council of Raton has copper camp of .the Burro Mountain
passed an ordinance providing for the Company,
have been awarded another
Calumet
establishment ot a board of public contract for bouses for employes to
werks.
Baking
Powder Co.
cost $30,000. There are to be ten
Clovis will vote on a $35,000 bond bouses in tho new group.
Chicago
issue for water, sewer and lighting
extension 'at the municipal election
Gold handled by a dentist is alwaya
Freighter Goes Over Cliff.
April 4.
Silver City. D. B. Graham, a at a premium.
Roswell golfers will have an organ- freighter, went over a cliff on the
Be hnppy. Use Red Cross B
Blue;
ization and play on ground where Mogollón road with an oil tank, and
better than liquid blue. Delight
half a century ago the buffalo ranged twelve-horsteam.
He sustained much
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
in plenty.
minor Injuries, though how ho es
R. S. Harrington, of Santa Rita, caped with his life is a miracle. One
There is nothing insignificant
was fatally Injured when he stepped of the horses was so badly Injured
between two cars Just as they were tbat tbat it had to be shot
backed together.
Dam.
Farmers Build
mi" l,rLfcJ
A new church at Espinóla was forMaxwell. Farmers
in the
mally dedicated by Bishop Frederick
district, on ReQ River, have
B. Howden,
Rev. Leónidas Smith,
completed a
concrete dam
pastor, assisting.
that stream to supply water to
The Rio Grande Valley sugar beet across1,100
acres ot land In their
nn
fa
project Is well under way and the the
Gliaaea T m Wioaer
Every acre will be cultivated
planting of seed will beIn within a project.
6 Passenger, Gray 5
this year.
very short time.
Davis, Electric Lights
IMS
Delíino Barreras, accused ot killing
Rio Arriba Has Another Killing.
H.
and
P.
25
,
Starter,
Mountain-airPedro Lopes at a dance at
Santa Fe. District Attorney Alex- Greatest hill climber; 18 to 80 mile on 1 gallon
has been bound over to the grand ander Reed
went to Rio Arriba fraHuliue. 1O.0U0 mile on one aet of lire.
Speedometer, one man mobnir top, 108
jury in the sum of $1,000.
county to Investigate the alleged kill Bbwrt
In. wheel liane, 83H Inch tlrea, wiftht !,8uu
x A race track that is expected to be
ing of Alejandro Maestaa by Celso ponmle. MKTZ Dimrlbtltora for Colorado,
tbe best in San Juan Basin is being Roybal near San Jose de Chama. New Mexico, Wjomtng aud Western Nebraska.
THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO.
built at Aztec by the management This is the second killing reported in
Buceentora to Colorado Oarutrcar Oo.
1636-44
of the San Juan County Fair.
BROADWAY
DENVER. COLO.
two days.
LIVE AGENTS WANTED
A broom
factory is being estabNew Mexico Pioneer Merchant Dead
lished at Lovlngton.
8anta Fe. Thomas D. Burns, who
W. F. Cochran,
formerly Eddy
county treasurer and later assessor, served six terms an a member of tbe
New Mexico Senate, was a member
r
an
iu New Mexico, died in
of tbe constitutional convention and
Roswell of pneumonia.
of the Republican State Central Com
Charles C.lin and Ray Morley re- mlttee, died at bis home' at Tierra
cently killed an old Hon and two Amarilla, Rio Arriba county. Burns
cubs, aepturlng the third kitten, in was one of the best known of New
the Magdalena Mountains.
a sciaer a geni wanted la Each
Mexico's pioneer settlers and owned
Towa for fbo
Six. or seven rigs are engaged in a string of general stores
putting down deep wells at Vaughn
and the people are optimistic over the Jilted Man Shoots Girl; Kills 6elf.
- Las Cruces.
chance of getting artesian water.
Because she refused
and lh
William H. Foster, former Eherlff to marry him, Ramon Medina, a
Porto Rican, shot and fatally woundoí Luna county, died at bis home-I- n
old
Deming after an Illness of six months ed Neuvaa Maestas, a
Mexican girl, here. Medina thon shot
Aa or Rider Agent, you ana? hart oo of
with cancer, aged 44 years.
tbeM highest typ Motorcycles on special low
The bond of Emery E. Coursey, who and killed himself.
lenua. Turn your spare time Into protH and
is chr.rged with the murder of Clydo
let us tavlp yon do so Write today furouroev,
, Miesss Postoffice Burned.
unusoal offer and tree explanatory booklet.
Wiggins was fixed at $10,000 at Las
Deming. The postoffice at Miesse
Dock y Míonlaía Motorcycle Ctmpany
Vegas by District Judge Leahy.
was destroyed by fire. Mr. Kiem,
10 10 Broadway
Denver. Colo.
That Celso Roybal charged with clerk and
ot Postmaster
killing Alejandro Maetas, has ended Casler, was severely injured.
the chase after him by giving himF. Coleman.
'mfcut itwyrr.w tántitliKloa,
PATENTS Wareoa
Improvements at Indian Agency,
self up to the authorities at Angos.4J. AdvhMuidlHMik.
Iiv..
Gallup. Improvements initiated at Bate xeaaouabla. XilabertretexauuM. JJcaiaurvlow
tura, two and a half miles north of
Eupanola, was the information re- the Tohatchl Indian School are be
ing pressed rapidly.
ceived at Santa Fe.
.McDonald
appointed
Governor
has
No Question
and $5C0 Reward.
the following to be notaries public:
INSTITUTE
Santa Fe. Tho mother of James
J. A. Jones, CIovIb; Dean Alexander,
COR.EieHTEBNTH
AND CURTIS 6TS.
chllil
Silver City; Llewellyn Carter, Tor- Douglass Glass the
DENVER. COLO.
ales ; J. A. Dye, Hillsboro; Oscar who dibappeared from his home In
Hagerman; M. T. Dunlavy, Greeley, Colo., last March, has of Liquor and Drug Addictions
Tanner,
Sonta Fe; J. 8. Fielder, Deming; and fercd a $500 reward "and no questions cured by a scientific courae oi medication.
return
anked" for the
of the The "only place in Colorado where the
.'ustiniano Baca, Magdalena.
Genuine KLeelcy Remedie, are adrnkwiered.
youngster.
Company II, First Regiment New
Mexico, National Guard, stationed at
Coal Company Incorporate.
TfA
Uig Vegas, hes been mustered out
Fe. Incorporation papers
Santa
tnd the name ot the company goes were filed by Tbe Mirabal Coal ComTAdLÍTS
irprevi.' i a mtí- y
ua
to Silver City 'to designate the "first pany of Gallup with capitalization of
separate company" of thut place.
$:t).000 divided Into 25,000 shares.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
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Edward W. Gardner won his fifth
game in the national billiard cham
pionship tournament in New York
when he defeated Francis S. Appleby,
400 to 329.
James Maturo of Denver scored an
easy victory over Jense Chapman oi
Chicago, 100 to C4, in the pocket bll
Hard tournament In Chicago. Maturo
scored a high run of 23 and went out
'

in 23 Innings.

The world's record time for a
run, established by Tom Halpln
In 1914, was bettered for the second
time in two weeks In New York when
Dave Caldwell of the Boston A. A. defeated Ted Meredith of the University
ot Pennsylvania by one foot in 1
minute and 13
seconds.
C00-yar-

5

GENERAL
The Franklin sugar xeflnery in
Philadelphia, which has been idle foi
more than a quarter of a century, will
resume operations at once, giving employment to 800 men.
Eight hundred
Mexican bandlti
passed Mimbres, N. M., the first sta
tion west of Columbus, and were
headed west toward Hatchita, N. M.,
according to Douglas, Ariz., advices,
Former President Taft, speaking on
the Monroe doctrine at a dinner of the
Unitarian Club in Boston, said he was
glad a sufficient force of UniteJ
States troops was being sent aftet
Villa.

Raids of Mexicans on American
towns along the border have been
nuir-roduring the last few years:
h'.t none ot them has equaled the
Massacre at Columbus, N. M., In scope
or daring.
American casualties resulting fro ra
from the Mexican revolutiou follow:
From 1910 to 1912, Inclusive, 47; from
1913 to 191G, inclusive, 99; Americas
soldiers killed on American territory
22; American civilians killed on
United States territory, 29; total
Americans killed as result ot revolu
us

Hon, 197.

It was officially announced at Chi
that the vote of 400,000 engl
neers, firemen and trainmen ot American railroads, overwhelmingly fa
vored authorizing union heads to en
ter into negotiations with railroads
day.
for an eight-houTwelve hundred Carranza troops
flying a bluck and white flag to dia
tlngulah them so that American sol
diers would not fire upon them
reuched Palomas, six miles south ol
tho border from Columbus, N. M., U
assist the American troops in the pur
suit of Villa.
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CAPITAL ANO MIHPl.rs

War Tax on Land Embargo
on Shipment of Uve Stock:
Removed.

DKI'OHITft

n.O

.SO,00

TTnlted States Depository

Nuevo Mexico.
4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.
Se anuncia que Magdalena tendía
To fi'd your boat day in and da;
In invited f rum thowi who ooiitompUto
Corresnondenon
oi'fnltif Initial or additional
During the prevalence of the footLead, New York, li.75.
out, to feel clean Inside; no sour bile
una fundición.
auouuutt la Kl "nut.
of
Bar
portions
some
In
silver,
disease
6Gc.
to coat your tongue and sicken your
Cerca de Artcsla se plantara una the United Slates, an embargo wat
breath or dull your bead; no constipagran superficie do algodón.
Arizona.
placed upon interstate .shipment.
deposits made by mall are promptly acknowledged.
tion, bilious attacks, sick headache
Una fábrica de escobas se 'está This also had an effect upon shipThe old Anita Copper mines north
colilfl, rhmimailBm or gassy, acid stomestableciendo en Lovington.
ments to Canada, and necessarily an
ach, you must bathe on the lnsldo like cf Williams are to be revived.
Ka posible que se forme en La
embargo was placed upon them mak
Is
Bay
mine
you bathe outside.
It
This Is vastly
stated that the
Slate
ing It almost Impossible for upwards
more Important, because the skin at Chloride is soon to be operated by Cruces una logia de A. K. P.
El nuevo hotel de Silver City ha of a year to ship cattle Into Canada
company.
pores do not absorb Impurities Into a
from the United States. This was es
ido abierto de manera formal.
the blood, while the bowel pores do,
Ed Monica has struck a large body
pecially hard on the settler. As a re
physician.
taya a
Más
cobro se ha descubierto en
of good grade gold ore on his propWestern Canada loBt a number ol
sult.
To keep these poisons and toxins erty southwest of WIckenburg. .
el distrito de las Montañas del Burro'.
settlers, they being unable to take
well flushed from the stomach, liver
logia
en
loa
La
Raton
Copperde
"Elks"
The last drill hole in the
their live stock with them. Canada In
kidneys and bowels, drink before
field Porphyry Copper mine showu a tendrá un carnaval de calle en abril. practically free from horse and cattle
breakfast each day, a glass of hot waEl Comité Central Republicano de diseases, and the wish of the authorl
ter with a teaspoonful of limestone richer product than that in tuo other
Estado se reunirá en Santa Fe el 14 ties is to keep it BO.
phosphate in
This will cleanse, holes.
Reports of big doings come from de niario.
Recently, though, an order has been
purify and freshen the entire alimen
Santiago Lucero fué arrestado en Issued by the Department of Agricultary tract, before putting more food the Yucca TutigHten and the Edmaier
Tungsten mines, twelve miles east of Estancia acusado de robar algunos ture, removing the embargo, and set
Into the stomach.
caballos.
tlers are now free to take In the numGat a quarter pound of limestone Yucca.
A
And Complete Line
Accessories
phosphate from your drugglut or at
The Weber property at Box Cation,
El mitin de la Asociación de Ban ber of head of horses or cattle that are
the store. It Is inexpensive and al- five miles up the river from Wlcken- queros del "Panhandle" tendrá lugar permitted by the Customs authorities
All Times
and the frolght regulations. This will
most tasteless, except a sourish burg, has started up again with Col en Clovis los 6 y 7 de junio.
inwhose
be
news
welcome
those
to
which
unpleasant.
la
tinge
not
Drink orado people behind it.
Un incendio ha estado quemando
It is to move to Canada, taking
phosphated hot water every morning
is sinking a todo en la mesa de Gonzolitas al sud- - tention
Oatman
Jumbo
The
with them stock that they have had in
to rid your system of these vile poi- shaft on the property and the man' OúBte de Springer, por una semana.
their possession for six months, and
sons and toxins; aluo to prevent their tgement Is feeling jubilant over the
Catarino Estrada, probalemente de which It is the Intention to use on land
formation.
Daily
widening of the vein from two to 80 años de edad, fué hallado muerto
Tyrone
Line Between
that they will farm in the Provinces
To feol tike young folks feel; like four feet in
a shallow depth of shaft. n su calabozo en la prisión de Dem- of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta
you felt before your blood, nerves and
And
City. Save Time And Money
ing.
There are thousands of splendid
muscles became saturated with an acMexico.
New
any
in
160
acres
each
of
El consejo de la ciudad de Ratén homesteads
cumulation of body poisons, begin this
A rich zinc strike Las been reported pasó una ordenanza proveyendo del of these provinces, that may. be nad
treatment and above all, keep It up!
King
en
mine at Bullard's establecimiento de una junta de obras upon the payment of a
As soap and hot water act on the skin, at the Zinc
WW WW VWWWWWWWW
try fee and fulfilling the requisite llv
cleansing, sweetening and purifying, peak, ten miles from Redrock, by públicas.
s
. Ing
These
duties.
and
cultivation
so limestone, phosphate and not water George W. Spencer.
La Soflora Joe Sherman, residiendo
Your
Make
at
the
Headquarters
growing
to
adapted
the
well
are
lands
on
of
act
stomach,
the
before breakfast,
Several of the largest consumers
cerca de Talbán, recibió, accidental
Uver, kidneys and bowels. Adv.
copper in the country are inquiring mente, un tiro en el pecho de un rifle of all the small grains, and besides,
having an abundance of grass, and suf
tor good round tonnages to be deliv de calibre .22- flclent shelter, they are well adapted
CHANGE IN SOCIAL HABITS ered in the latter half of the year.
R. S. Harrington, de Santa Rita, to the raising of stock.
At Steeplerock the water in the fué fatalmente herido cuando pasaba
If one prepares to purchase land
Telephone Has Been Credited With Carlisle mine was lowered to the 600- entre dos carros al momento en que
there could be no better time than the
Dispensing With Many of the
foot level and it will be but a short se movtan juntos.
present. Prices are low, and partlcu
Former informalities.
time before the mine is entirely
El estado va á asistir el condado lars may be had from any of the land
drained.
de Luna en su erección de un puente companies, of which there are several,
It is really curious to note the
The Austin mine, one of the oldest sobre el Mimbres en el camino de or from the Canadian Pacific and Ca
chango In our social habits that has copper mines in the Burro Mountain Deming-Silve- r
City.
nadlan Northern railways, whose hold
the Brooklyn Eagle states. Informal section, but which has not been oper
La semana de los Agricultores en Ings are In the older settled districts
Steam Heat. Hot nd Cold Water. Klectrlc Hjtlits.
the Broklyn Eagle states. Informal ated for many years, has again en
el condado de Colfax fué de gran éxito, and whose terms are exceedingly easy
PK1VATE BATHS. REA SON A If L K K A T KS
evening visits or afternoon calls have tered the producing class.
will
atendiendo los varios mítines alrede- to the settler. What these lands
almost disappeared. To "drop in" un
A shipment of eleven bars of gold- doi de 700 personas.
do in the matter of production cannot
announced in the friendly, old fash
loned way is no longer good form. We silver bullion from the Mogollón Min
Tres mil pesos de frijolea' se cul be more strongly emphasized than in
crops X
"dine out" or we entertain, we are ing & Milling Company properties at tlvaron en una sola cuarta parte do reading the reports of the
Canadian
asked to tea or to bridge at a definite Mogollón, was sent out by express to sección cerca do Wagon Mound la throughout all parts of the GO.
and as
West in 1915. Yields of 60.
hour on a definite day, when we wish New York. The shipment was valued estación próximo pasada.
high as 70 bushels of wheat to the
to see our friends we send our cards at approximately (12,000.
Se ha elegido para este año la
The Chino Copper Company's pro- tierra destinada al cultivo de la re acre were numerous, while reports of
carefully announcing the limited
1
space of hours within which they will duction for the last quarter of 1915 molacha de azúcar para experimentos yields of from 30 to 45 bushels per
as
high
as
were
common.
acre
Oats
be welcome, and woe to that unlnltl was at the rate of 78,000,000 pounds en elco dado de Doña Ana.
130 bushels ner acre are reported. 50
who breaks into our of copper a year and the profits were
ated
La vieja planta de hielo de Carri- and 60 bushels per acre being ordt
date-booleaves unheralded by pen or at the rate of $11 per share. TLio full zozo, que
ba estudo desocupada dur nary. The prices realized by farmers
telephone!
year's production amounted to over
algún tiempo, va á estar de have placed most of them on "easy
ante
pounds
We are all so frightfully busy! "You Oo.OOO.OOO
and the share nuevo puesto en operación.
street.
can never get your really nice friends profits to about $8.
Lately there have appeared articles
El Snador Fall presentó al con
Unless you date them up three weeks
greso un proyecto de ley con el pro in a number of United States news
in advance," la the wail of many
Wyoming.
pósito de proveer Silver City de un papers to the effect that there was con
would-bhostess. "What evening next
There is more activity In all Wyo edificio federal de $100,000.
scription In Canada, or that such
Mining Timber3 Framed. Mining Wedges made and Sold
week can you dine with us?" the ming oil fields
j
aB spring approaches.
effect,
query goes over the telephone. "JuBt
El condado de la Unión ha sido law was likely to be put into
A rich vein of copper ore has been
a moment, dear; let me consult my
dividido en tres diferentes distritos We have It from the highest authority
g
date b'.ok Monday we have the social struck at the Green Boy mine, near do administradores, y fueron creados In the Dominion that there is no truth
Borden
Guernsey.
In
near
Robert
is
statement.
Sir
The
mine
where
the
service lecture, Tuesday the symphony
various nuevos distritos de elección
at the opening of Canadian parliament
concert, Wednesday is George's bowl a great deal of milling was done in
Clovis votara sobre la cuestión do on January 17th, said:
ing night. Thursday we have the the late seventies.
emisión de $3",C0O en bonos para el
"In the first few months of the war
That the Ohio Oil Company will férvido de agua, desagüe y luz en la.i
church committee at our houBe, Fri
.
day we are asked to the Millers'. Sat erect a refinery at Greybull, the sec elecciones municipales del 4 de abril I clearly stated that there would not
Chemist
and
Assayer
I
repeat
In
Canada.
conscription
be
Assayer and Chemist
urday well, you know we always go ond there, is reported as a result of
El proyecto de la fábrica de azúcar that statement today."
to the theater on Saturdays, and Sun the company's acquisition ' of the
Agent, for Ore Shippers
CAMERON
W.
GEORGE
Río
3s
del
del
Valle
remolacha
This statement should set at rest
days I can't got George to stir out Willis ranch, a tract adjoining the
at llie Douglas Smellers.
Grande está bajo serla consideración the conscription talk that has been so
of the house. lie insiBts, on going to towns! te.
CULI)
AM MI.VKK HI I.LIOX
HeprenentHtlvo For Hh'pwt to tb
v empezará pronto la siembra de la freely used to influence those who may
l'L lt II
BMLLIKll.
FASO
EL
bed early. Im awfully sorry, dear
The HJorth Oil Company well No, Bemilla.
In
settling
considering
Canada
dur
392
Box
be
355 lOlh St- try us again, won't you?"
4, which has been flowing ten ban
Kl
SOS llD Franrlaen
t.
Tl.
ing the war.
DOUGLAS, IKUUM.t.
El Gobernador McDonald nombró
O. IKIX 4H
f.
rels of oil a day during the past year,
It has also been sold that there was
J.
came in with a
flow al los siguientes notarios públicos:
Wise Youngster.
a war tax on land. Hon. ur. Kocne
A.
Dean
Clovis;
Jones,
Alexander,
brother the result of deeper drilling opera Silver City; Llewellyn Carter, Por Minister of the Interior, over his own
Letltia and her six year-ol&
were ready to eat some lunch which tions which were instituted recently tales; J. A. Dye, Ilillsboro; Oscar signature has denied this, and the pre
well
in
field,
W.
A.
Salt
The
the
Creek
is'
LAWYERS
had been placed on the table. Letl
Tanner, Hagerman; M. T. Dunlavy, miers of the different provinces join
PILVEE CITY
MEW MF.XIJO
tia said, "Who will ask the blessing? near the Midwest holdings. It is be- Santa Fe; J. S. Fielder,- Deming
in saying "such a report Is absolutely
LAW
AT
ATTORNEY
Loy looked at her seriously and lieved It will have a steady flow of
Will be al Lordsburg at ileollUv of
untrue, and has no foundation what
Magdalena.
Baca,
Justlnlano
LORDSBURG,
('. W Marsails, on Hie Ürstainl third
then said his little prayer, "Now I lay 250 barrels daily.
ever In fact, nor Is there likely ever
Una nueva iglesia en Espinóla fué lo be any such tax upon land In
me down to sleep, I pray thee. Lord
SATURDAY i f each momo for ih
formalmente dedicada por el obispa Canada."
my soul to keep," etc.
Colorado.
onxenlence of clients
Frederick B: Howden, asistiendo ol
After he had finished Letltia Bald
The general prosperity of Western . M.M. CROCKER.
- Mountain,
old
min
an
Hotclikisa
to him: "You are not going to bed ing district near Lake City, has again Rev. Leónidas Smith, pastor.
Canada farmers and business Institu
PhvplriHii Mittl Murcvmi
MORNINGSTAR& AUGUSTINE
re you?"
Un hipódromo que, se dice, será el tions is such that Canada Is well able
DliMrlcr SurrMn Southern PiuMflo nd Art
come to the frost with rich ore.
Insurance
St New Mfviuo Hiillrun'i. burgeon to
expenses
"No," Bald Loy, "but it is bettor
war
tonH
extra
of
care
to
the
lake
mericfin Louot.üitirtl Copper f'o,
The Yellow Jacket mining prop- mejor en la región de San Juan se without any direct war taxation. Thl
Companies
Leading
Scottish
than saying nothing."
Nkw Mexico.
tOHtftuitfi
erty, up Bear Creek, near Ouray, bus etitá estableciendo en Aztec por la
Union, Firemen' i, Connecticut
been well Illustrated by the mag
has
de
de
condado
de
lus
dirección
ferias
par
been taken over by Philadelphia
nlflccnt response to th Dominion Gov
HOME, TALETINK
STOPPED SHORT
ties, under bond and lease, and sev San Juan.
ernment's recent bond issue, which
up
on
Your Business Solicited
Taking Tonics, and Built
eral shifts of men will be put to work
Charlos Catlin y Ray Morley recien was more than doubly subscribed for
Right Food.
Under the general title, "Canadian temente mataren un viejo león y do within the first eight hours of Its be
Company," John B. Par de bus hijos, capturando el tercero ing offered to the public.
Exploration
The mistake Is frequently made of
Beam and other Colo gatlto, en lus inouutuñas de Magda
ish,
Walter,
J.
(The above appears as an advertise
nervous
trying to build up a worn-ou- t
rado men recently paid $1,000,000 for lina. ,
ment and is paid for by the Dominion
system on
tonics.
Critchett & Ferguson
El robo do sanado so habrfa desar Government which authorizes its pub
.New material from which to rebuild an old lietty Green mine in Califor
Uio
from
re.li'bra'eil
Marie
Clifton
to ave
rollado A til punto en la región d Heat Ion.)
Ores. Free from Atilimuny and Arused up tissue cells is what should be nia, where the dump is aaid free-mill
Ob líos de
Gallinas y Sapallo qu
senic.
REPRESENTATIVE FOR ORE SHIPPERS
supplied, and this can be obtained age about $18 to the ton in
gold
ore.
graudes
Exceeded
Instructions.
á
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causando
HII1H Kf.FCTRJCA I, KNKKCIT.
etá
only from proper food.
V. O. liox 712 Kl raso, Texas.
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My
granddaughter
Invite
little
Gives morn satisfactory result In
The Tclluride district, which rank propietarios.
"I found myself on the vorgo of a
C
i;
e
She
is
Works
rath Peductli'ii
calu
ilian ai.
nervous collapse, due to overwork and next after Leadvllle as a gold pro
Lob aficionados al juego de golfo to lunch at a neighbor's..
i: ili- - market.
'
cars of de Roswell tendrán una organización er notional In her eating. On leavin
study, and to illness in the family," ducer, shipped eighty-seveMvecl
Mie
A
to
Innif
baul
ffrlflit
I said to her:
"Now. if there Is any
ore in January, which means that y se divertían en eso terrenos en
writes a Wisconsin woman.
boll)
in
Arizona
consuméis
stales
"My friends became alarmed be 41,325 tons of crude ore were lifted donde hace medio siglo so veían nuiu thing put on your plate that you dc and New Mex.
Feed & Livery
not like, don't nay anything. Just
Prices In com pel ilion with th
causo I grew pale and thin and could from the mines. This means an aver erosos buffulos.
you
can,
make
If
of
but
a
eat
it
little
Eastern Mailels.
I took various age concentration of
nineteen ton
not sleep nights.
jWllllam Ii. Foster, ex alguacil del
tonics, but their effects wore off Into one, which is the highest in Colo a ndullo ilo Luna, expiró en su rasa no remarks." u
Raid:
"Grandma
On her re in she
lit 8riln-.ln'k (ri Ten inm.1 flni mil,
shortly after I stopped taking them. rado outside of the New Portland mi
CLIFTON. AHIZONA.
en Leming á resultas de una enfer there was a dish that I don't like
'i
t'Kit ri iií ttiid tit ii..
fJ.
My food did not seem to nourish me. ai Victor, where the usual reault
44.
medad de seis meses, á la edad de
(beans). I didn't want the folks tr
I determined from eixty --to eighty tons into o no
"Reading of Grape-Nuts- ,
PHONE 14--- 2
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
.
El cáncer fué la cuqaa de su fin.
know that I didn't .llko them, so I ate
to stop the tonics and see what a of concentrate.
Exchange.
two
Coursey
dishes."
Emory
E.
fnr
Stfunach
do
Rheumatism.
Trouble,
La
fianza
change of diet would do. I ate Grape-Nutvery
latest
"Get the ore!" is the
Kidney Aimiits, Intla mat Ions,
four times a day with cream, order from the big steel works in the quien ej atusado del asesinato d
Hardening. Licomotnr A'axla,
Throw Off Cold and Prevent Grip.
fijado
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sum
Clyde
Wiggins
en
fué
tq
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LAXA
eunilng
on.
went
cold
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ft
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al. w littuv in a aignauirw on que. hm.
distrito Leahy.
Lar'a Moihirn Ho'el. R'mklet.
Nuts.
per unit óf twenty pounds, but $G5
T. C!. MoDeumott.
W. F. Cochrao, que fué tesorero
"In about two weeks I was sleeping Bud even $70 is suid to be paid for
Reasonable.
leí condiido de Eddy, y, más tardo,
soundly. la a short time gained tonslunments of
material
Knlcker What is a pessimist?
DKNTAl,
weight and felt like a different woman tay CO per cent tungstic acid of bet- itesor, uno de os habitantes na.H
Rocker A man who believes th
Grape-Nut- s
milanos de Nuevo Mexico, falleció snow
and fresh air were the ter.
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happy results." "There's
WASHINGTON I.OAN & TRUST UI'II.DING
Witt-halPermanently Located.
pre again running at capacity.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
'os en cavar para pozos profundo
Name given by Postura Co., Battle
Appropriate Ejaculation.
a force on hand and a full com
oua Vaughn y la gente de esa regló;
public
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I
and
to
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.and
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"Here somebody
that insanity rs before the General Laud Office and Interior
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Now we are looking for ing matter on the livent topics of
lows."
men who are real men. Know your the times, it would spell for him'
!
?
man before you vote.
riJHI.ISlíKD FHIDAYS.
I
;
;
The investigation would end und
77
L08K THURKUAV EVENINO
FORMS
T- "OEwho have looked for some the town would be pa8B9d 0VCr as
rt.iei ii um me indent '"K" not worth considering.
pru.e ui xanuuiii;, wintii i r.ji earins
1 the Font C'fUce at Ixird hurtr. Nw
EnUr-- l
So then the weekly paper is for
Mexico, at Second Claa Mail Matter
an advance of a 100 per cent dur- - 52 times a year showing people
ng the past year, will find little who
not reside in the town just
encouragement in the announce- - how do
Br FAItIS V. KVBH.
to judge it as a business and
nent that 40 cent gasoline 18 con social center. You can help your
lUor ana Owner
sidered highly probable before town and its merchants by edu
iune. Neither the refining capa cating them to do their pait, but
sunscr irTioN fricks
city nor the supply of crude oil you must
publish a real
Three Mnnthi
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Under this head, during the coming months, before the primaries,
will be carried the announcements
of all who wish to present their
names to the voters at the
or in the general election in
November
This will, of course,
necessitate the use of the these
columns for from six to ten months
and at the regular advertising
r:te will be worth all that is ask
for the service, which for the
offices will be as follows:
For all County officers, $10.00
For all District officers. $15.00
i
In the event that a write-udesired by a candidate, more thar
ü brief notice written by the editor
Iho candidate or a friend rmv write
ni're extensive notices, which will
l c charged for at the rate of tei
ciits a line.
pri'-nnrie-

d

p

With a deep feelinp of pridi
pi'd honor we read of the heroisrr
of our soldiers on the border anc'
especiajly at the moments o1
jrroatest crisis such as the disas
tor of Columbus. In times, such
as are now at hand, and so close
to home it comes much nearer to
prompting us in our own actions
as never belore.
Not many stories of personal
heroism are c ming from the
European war. Occasionally we
read of a Pegoud, or an "un
known private" or of what the
man-w-

equal to the consumption requirements. No reserve supplies
hpve been laid up to take care of
ihe usual increased spring requirements, the gasoline being d
up just as fast as it comes from
the stills. It is estimated that the
iggregse consumption for the year
1916 will amount to 1,892,500,000
gallons which isin cxeess of the
refining capacity of the United
States.
Crude oil has advanced more
than gasoline, Oklahoma oil, for
instance having risen 300 per cent
r more, while gasoline has just
about doubled in price.
.8

who

it

recuperating in the hospita'
did. Even the officers are more
or less overwhelmed by the
tremendousness of the conflict.
though the names Joffre, Kitch- ner, French, Von Hindenburg,
is

Von Tirpitz and Grand Duke
Nicholas drift through occasion
ally in praise or condemnation.
As a matter of fact, the heroism
is of the quiet kind. Fighting,
to tne men in the trenches, is a
duty to be done, and they are
going about that duty with the
heroism of the superhero, not
thinking, evidently, nor caring
what the world might think of
their particular work. But this
war heroism is no greater, if as
We
great, as peace heroism.
are all born to arms in the state
of war. Life is a constant fight
against our evil inclinations, for
reputation, for existence itself.
'Truth of speech and rectitude of
behavior requires heroism of the
greatest kind Fidelity to the
dictates of our concience puts us
against an army of enemies
Whatever you believe fight for.
Such. men are the heroes of peace.
,

THE WISE CANDIDATE
for public office who
THE seeker the
wisdom necessary
to qualify him for the position is
alive to the fact that the voter of
today has to be shown, that deeds
count for more than empty wools
and cheap cigars. A few years ago
the candidates circulated around,
passing out ragweed in the guise
of cigars and declaiming on the
glorie3 of the republic in general
He
and the voter in particular.
promised everything and delivered
little or nothing. Tpday he goes to
the editor of the local paper, contracts for a liberal amount of display advertising space, and talks
to the voters in an honest and a
manly way.
In the old days he
reached only a few of the voters,
whereas by his present method he
talks through the medium of his
advertisements to every voter in
the county. What he says is on
record in cold type, and carries
conviction. It is the method that
produces tangible results, that gets
the votes, that appeals to the intelligence of the honest people,
Keep your eyes on the advertising
columns of t.his paper, and see
what your candidates have to say.

TOWN IS JUDGED
BY NEWSPAPER
"Show me some copies of the
published in your town and I
will tell you some facts about it
and your people."
Ihe man who said that was an
active business man, who was con'

sidering an expensive proposition,
ind the information he wanted was
all in the columns of a weekly
newspaper.
He wanted to know about the
stocks of goods carried by the
merchants, to judge their business
capacity by the style and amount
of advertising they employed the
paper would show him.
He wanted to know something of
the social activities of the town,
which the paper would show him.
He wanted to know something of
the pursuits of the people of the
town and the condition of the surrounding country. The paper would

mun thoroughly before casting his
vote.
He should know all candi-

dates throughly before deciding
for whom he will vote. Every candidate for public office has certain traits of character which
should receive the spotlight of
scrutiny before he receives even a
single vote.
The people should
kriow that he is honest, that he is
intelligent, that he is energetic,
and progressive, that he is comoe-ten- t
to fill the position he seeks,
and this knowledge can only be acquired by a "careful study of the
man and his deeds. The day is
past when people voted for men
just because they were "good fel- -'

DEAL

COAL

when Sam Sloane of Los Angeles
purchased the cattle and ranch
of Hightower & Martin, known
as the T Triangle outfit. The
consideration is said to have been
in the neighborhood of $70,000.
Mr. Sloane took immediate poses-sio-

n.

a former resident
of tin's vicinity, at onetime being
newspaper.
a partner of II. A. Martin. In
Lcrfistifrg Girls Are Champlcns recent years he was engaged in
the cattle business in California,
where he has large interests at
SCHOOL NOTES
present.
By defeating the Girls Basket
Ball Team of Silver City public
COMMITS SUICIDE
school Saturday afternoon with a
rRobert
E. Creamer, a printer
score of 14 to S, the girl3 of
the Lordsburg public school took who worked- - on the Western
all laurels for basket ball playing Liberal for a few months, last
in New Mexico. The Silver City year, committed suicide in Globe,
team' played eleven games this Arizona, by drinking a bottle of
acid.
Creamer was
season without a defeat and carbolic
which entitled them to the state affected with heart trouble and
championship, until they met the friends say that despondency
Lordsburg team. At Clifton on over his condition brought about
Friday night the Silver City girls the rash act Creamer was 44
were defeated by the High School years old and was a member of
team but in Lordsburg the gram- the Globe Typographical Union.
mar school girls did the work.
A large crowd of local fans
Ringland, Waha, Calkattended the game and cheered insMessrs
and
Monroe
of the National
girls
victory
giving
on
to
the
and
Saturseavice,
Forest
were
Silver City credit when credit day evening en route here
to Tucson,
was due.
to attend a meeting of the
The game was marked by Ariz.,
members
of the National Forest
rough playing many times. Al- Service from
New Mexico and
though not outclassed in feize the Arizona. '
visitors could not find the basket,
either on running or standing
throws. All of the Lordsburg
girls did fine work and each is
Mr. Sloane is
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.
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EL PASO, TEXAS

complimentary mention
Those who took part were Misses
Julia Beam, Inez Clay, Dorothy
Chase, Ruth Chase, LoisLocklear
and Kosie Robson. This was

BUILDERS' MATERIALS

CI

's
Locklear's and Miss
a37- Picd.-u.ctfirst game outside of pracPUMPKIN HILL ITEMS
carefully, and then he would be tice. Miss Beam started Lords- able to give the information as he burg's trail to victory with the i bum riug. owner or tne rump- first three points. Dorothy Chase kin Hill livery stable, had a queer
BUILDING
had stated.
He would judge the business and liuth Chase played ah ex- exberience Monday night, bum s
prospects from the advertising col- cellent game at all times and bay mule. Pluto, had a severe
umns, of prospective selling possi- Miss Clay was an important case, of colic and in administering
bilities by the local happenings, of factor in Lordsburg's success.
someof his favorite medicine,
the tastes and intelligence of the
Those who maae the trip, from Slim grabbed a bottle of gasoline
people by the reading matter the Silver City were:
by mistake and poured it down
paper gives its readers, and whethWrite forour Catalogue.
It's for You
Consuela Golding Anna Martin, the mule's throat. It seems that
er they were progressive and alert Elizabeth Mitchell, SylviaGraham
pipe
must
a spark from Slim's
or an easy going and comparativeBUY IN EL PASO
Beulah Fisher, Mary Mitchell, have put fire to the stuff, causing
ly inactive sort.
Katie Roach and Rose Carson. spontaneous combustion to set in
The Liberal tells the story
will be chaperoned by Mrs. on the interior of the mule, for
fully to the active, observant busi- They
Wm.
Roach
and their coach, Prof. before Slim could realize his mis
ness man who never saw our town
Ross B. Wiley.
and threw
take, Plato back-fire- d
or its people.
Slim clear out in the barn lot.
If the town merchants are not
J. H. Fitzpatrick, manager of When Slim regained his senses,
Under New Management
all represented in its columns, it
would spell "Little Business," a the Lordsburg Garage, filed on the mule was shifting from low
bad knock for the town. If the 160 acres of land south of B. B. into high and soon disappeared
local columns showed a scarcity of Ownby's last week and made a up the road, heading for Turnip
news and little of the social life it petition for designation of an Ridge at a two forty clip. Slim
L. J. MORRIS, HARRY WRIGHT
would spell in glaring letters, additional 160 acres on the west. shot off his musket to wake the
"Nothing Doing." If there was a He will move on the tract before citizens of Pumpkin Hill, and á
PROPRIETORS
,
lack of
read- - long
little later Squire Bluegrass was
in his Lemoneed runabout,
Fine Grade of Bottled Goods and
taking a short cut to Turnip Ridge
in order to head off the
Cigars, Wines and all classes of
critter, but when he got to Turnip
Fancy Liquors. Keg Beer on Tap
Ridge he learned that the mule
T7
had failed to reach that place.
Going back over the long route,
Your Patronage Solicited
with the intention of meeting the
animal face to face, the Squire
found Pluto two "miles east of
s
Turnip Ridge, nipping the
as gracefully as ever, The
supposition is that Pluto would ?oootooooceoooecocooe(oooGooooooccoooooooo eoooootx
have gone all the way to Turnip
Sixty Years tho
Ridge but he fan out of gasoline
before he got there. As the
No Alum No
Squire didn't have any gas to
spare, he tied Pluto behind his
Lemonseed runabout and towed
him back to Slim's stable, where
he will undergo' some slight re
pairs as soon a3 the horse doctor
of Cucumber Valley can get rid
The Two go Hand in Hand
of his rheumatism.
show him.
He would scan those papers very
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Watch For
Announcement of

Opening of Our

KNOW YOUR MAN

qualified voter in this
E 'ERY
community should know his

BIG CATTLE

Another big cattle deal was
closed at Duncan on last Tuesday

Savings Bank Department

First National Bank
LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

spring, Spring

While on his way to Cucumber
Valley in his new Lemonseed
runabout last Tuesday, Squire
Bluegrass ran over a chickin and
was tossed higher than a kite.
The Squire allows that the fowl
must have been a spring chicken,
as the recoil was immense.
Shorty Long, who for the last
six years has held the position of
oiling the coffee mill in M rs. Leg
horn s boarding house, lost his job
Wednesday. Mrs. Leghorn informs us that Shorty has been
oiling the beans instead of the
mill After a severe Bweating
by the constable, Shorty confessed that he did this to keep
the bottom of the coffeepot from

rusting, it being the property of
his mother from whom Mrs. Leghorn borrowed it two years ago.
Shorty was released on account
of his remarkable talent for the
conversation of cooking utensils.
Lem Saucepan bought a new
shirt yesterday, Folks wouldn't
know him if it were not for the
warton his .mule's taile.
Bill Slick cut his hand on a
razor back hog Monday.

HAVE "RED" DO YOUR PAINTING
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Always The Best
Of What?
Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
ÍTor the Best Keg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent
4

Mary had
little waiat,
Whora natura mada It (row;
And everywhere the faaMooa went.
The walat wa lure to go.

til

Ollfton Ear
J.

S. BROWN,

Proprietor

Protect Yourself and Family
American Nat'l Insurance Co.

. 01 Galveston,

PICK-UP- S'

Change of Date of Sale

With Inaerance In
Trxae

Address enquiries to Box 882, Lordburg

1

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

PUBLIC LAND SALE

;

Office o( the Commissioner of Public Land,
;
Slate of New Mexico.
Santa Ke, N. M., December 2, 1"15.

WORTHWHILE

SAYINGS-O-

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to the
provisions of an Act of Congress approved
June 20, 1910, the laws of the Slate of New
Mexico, and the rules and regulations of the
State Lend Office, the Commissioner of Pub-itLands will offer at public sale, to the
highest bidder, at terT o'clock, A. M., on
Mny the
lh, 1916, III the town of Silver
City, County of Grant, State of New Mexico,
m Iront ol the court house therein, the
described tracts of tnnd, viz:
Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
SKÜNWJ4.
Sec. 6, NEtfSKtf Sec. 7, all of Sec. 9, all
11
)f Sec. 16, SKJ4 Sec. 18,
of Sec. l'l, all
jf Sec. 21), all of Sec. I, all of Sec. 28, all
if See. 29, all of See. .1, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
EJjSWX, NXSEX. NEX Sec. 31,
ill of Sec. 32, all of Sec. 3J, T. JOS., R.
10W, all of Sec. 3, all of Sec. 4, all of Sec.
1, all of Sec. 6, all of Sec. 7, NX. SEX.
MJ.SWX Sec. 8, all of Sec. 9, all of Sec.
IV all of Sec. 15, all of Sec. 1, EX. SWX.
WHNWK Sec. 17, all of Sec. 18, all of Sec.
19, all of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21, all of Sec.
12, T.
J1S., R. 16W., NE'fNEyi
Sec. 29.
Sec.
NEXNWX Sec. 3.1, SEXSWX, NkiSW
J4, T. 28S., R. I7W., Lot 4, See. 31, T.
S

Lordsburg Mining Region

:

C LOG II A PI I Y AND ENVIRONS

NAPOLEON

F

The Lordsburg mining region lies immediately south of the Villnge of Lordtsburg, and embraces the

low, short range of the Pyramid mountains;.

Tower is never ridiculous.

'

.

j

GEOLOGY AND ORE3

High tragedy is the school of great

men.

The Pyramid range of mountains appears to have had its birth toward the close of the Tertiary. The
energy Was centered about Pyramid Peak, from which the range of moun-

Love of country is the first virtue focal point of dynamic,
tains took its name.
of clvll'.red man.

The principal eruptions forming the chief country rock is andesite. This type of rock is general
throughout
the range, and frequently has a granular and crystaline structure, passing into aphanitic and
is tha first
fluidal phases.
In the central and northwest part of the mining area, the rock3 are more closely crystalline, with phe- Education and history are theareat nocrysts of feldspar. Some carboniferous limestone exists a few miles to the south and southeast of Pyramid
Peak.
enemies of true religion.
There seems to be two general types of veins or zones in and along which the metallic values have
When a kins is said to be a kind segregated :
(1) True Fissure.
man, the reign is a failure.
(2) Sheared or shattered zone.
N
j
In either case the mineralization is apparently from below; that is, ascending mineral bearing solu
Cleverness1 is not wantnrl In war.
What is wanted is accuracy, character tions of hot water. In view of this fact there can be no question about the extreme depth to the deposits.
Therefore the primary ores exist as sulphides. The oxidized ores will doubtless continue, in most parts of
and simplicity.
Subsequent action of descending
the region, to a depth of 400 feet, and even more in some instances.
K. 1W., S'iSEX Sec. 3, NF.XSF.X
Sec. 10
the metallic comConscription is the eternal root oi oxygenated water has altered, the primary sulphides near the surface and
Pyramid Lcifce No. 23. SXNWX.
Sec.
II,
EXNWX. SKXSEX
SWX
nation, purifying; Its morality anil pounds, at greater depth, forming zones of secondary enrichment. This action has been general through23,
EKjNE'4 Sec.
Sec. 14,
SWXNWX
out the region. Closer study of these deposits tends ta the belief that most of the ores have been dissolved
framing all Its habits.
NWXSWX Sec. 24, T. 29S., R. 17W. conimprovements
taining lH.30g.4l arres. The
many times before reaching tbeir present position, thus receding in direst ratio as enand
Meeting every Tuei. evening.
on this land consist of house, corrals, wells,
by erosion advances.
croachment
Lore
occupation
is
the
Idle
of
the
and
water
troughs,
value
surface
tauk,
Visiting- brother Invited.
,200.00.
man, the distraction of the lawyer,
The economic ores of the region are those of copper, lead and gold; .their importance is taken in the
Also F.ViSZH Sec. 8, WXSWX Sec. 9. all the stumbling
H. D. Burr", 0 C.
order named. In the earlier sun'ace mining silver held first place; but in the later deeper workings most of
sovereign.
block
of
the
NWXSF-X16, SXNWX. NEXSWX.
Sec.
if
.
K.K.
J.J. Maia.
the values seem to have a general tendency toward that of copper.
SXSEX Sec, 17, KVJN'KX Sec. 18, NEHNK'4
Vc, 20, NWX SW4NE4, NXSEX. SKXSEX
The following 13 a list of the minerals, so far as now known, that exist in this region:
The
magic
virtue
an
and
of
aris
22,
21,
Sec.
SW4SW4. WK.NW4 Sec.
tocracy consist in time and antiquity.
27,
Sec.
34.
NEXNWVÍ
Lodge
Sec.
Lordsburg
No.
30.
FIRST, SILVER ORES
T
WXNW'4,
SEXNWX.
.'E'SWX. NX- the only things which I was unable
A. 1 .
A. M.
SEX Sec. 35, T. 33S., R. 18W., all of to create.
Argentite,
Cerargyrite,
Pyrargyrite
(?), Stephanite, Sternbergite, Proustite (?), Embolite (?) and
S3,
34,
T.
Sec.
T. 3.IS., R. 17W., all of
Sec.
lffwretfce thlri' Thursday mrM ot
Native Silver.
S., R. 19W., EXNWX. SWXNWX.
FfV
E',4
Sec. 25, SESt4 Sec.
b,
NK4
SECOND, COPPER ORES
War Is a sin rular art. T assur Von
ESW'4, NWtfSEtf
SW4NE4.
I have fought sixty battles, and
Sec. 35 T. 31S., R. 20W., all of Sec. 16,
that
Chalcopyrite,
Malachite,
Bornite,
Azurite, Chalcocite, Covellite, Tetrahedrite, Melaconite, Cuprite,
J. L..WKLL8, W. M.
W
SF.'4,
WiNE'4 See. 21, T. 3S., R. learned nothing but what I knew when Chrysocolla and Native Copper.
U. P. .Iekfüb, Si creta ry
SWVí NW!4,
Ní,NW'4.
NW4SWJ4
I fought the first.
Sec. 10, SEi
Sec. II, SENE4.
EJ4SE
THIRD, LEAD ORES
NWX, NjNEK, SW4NE4, E(4SW4, SWU
Galena and Cerussite.
SW'4 Sec. 15, T. 33S., R. 18W., all of Sec.
Religion 'is an Important affair la
6, all of Sec. 7, all of Sec. 18. all of Sec.
WOODMEN OF WORLD
FOURTH, MISCELLANEOUS MINERALS
R. I7W., all of Sec. 4, all of
19, T. 33S
the public institution for the educaR. 18W..
Sec. 23, all of Sec. 24, T. 33S
(Specular
Pyrite,
Iron, Brown and Red Oxide), Rhodocrosite, Psilomelane, Sphalerite and
Hematite,
CAMP Ms. 8
N'
N.SW4, SWtfSWVí, SE4 Sec. 22, all tion of young ladles. Let them be Gold.
brought
up
tits
of Sec. 27, all of Sec. 33, all of Sec. 34, all
to
not
Meet! Try tod 4th Saturday Bight at
believe
and
to
"
of Sec. 28, T 33S., R. 17W., all of Sec. 1,
in Vein Fillings
Fifth,
X.ofP. II ALL
all of Sec. 2, all of Sec. 3, all of Sec. 10,
E. M. Fisher, C. O.
Copy.
Quartz,
Calcite,
Fluorite,
Barite,
Talc
and
13,
Sec.
12,
of
11,
Sec.
of
Sec.
all
all
of
all
K. H. Reynolds Clark all of Sec. 14, all of Sec. 15, NHNEK
The most favorable aspect of the region is noted in the gradual enrichment of the ores at depth. In
f
A latohkey wlth' a
attach.
SEtfNF.4 Sec. 22, NWX Sec. 23, Lots 2
t, NW'4, NWS4NE4 Sec. 24, T. 34S., R.
ment that will Invariably find tha kev- - every property where a depth of 300 feet or more has been recahed the ores are uniformly of higher grade
20W., W'4. SE'4 Sec. 7, E4 Sec. 8, NtfNWtf
and less silicious in character than in the more shallow workings.
:
hole.
SW4NW4. NWHSWJÍ Sec. 9, F.'j, N',NW4.
EyiSWH Sec. 17, U'A, SW4. NWKSE4 Sec.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
LORDfBURO LODGE No.
18, Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, Sec. 19, Lots 1, 2. EjNWtf,
A rocklDC Chair that will murmur.
Meets rerr Monday ntirht at I o'oloea
Taking it all in all, the Lordsburg mining region is one of merit and well worth the attention of capi
SW4NW4 Sec. 20, T. 34S., R. 19W., all of "Step to the right!"
visiting- Brothers luvited to attend
when you are talists seeking mining investments. The surface showing is splendid. The deeper workings are uniformly
Sec. 12, Wi Sec. 13, all of Sec. 14, all of
S. K. Gash, Noble Grand
Sec. IS, EX Sec. 22, all of Sec. 23, SWtfNWtf.
about to fall over it in the dark, j,
paying properties. An excellent climate, splendid railway facilities, cheap labor, convenient to smelters, are
SW4, WHSEK, SE4SE4 Sec. 24. all of
Wm. Tyba, Secretary
Sec 25, all Sec. 26 N4, N'ÍSEK. SL4SE4
A Jitney bus that will nncnmA a all factors to be desired in successful mining operations.
NWV4SW4 Sec. 27, Ejí, SW'4 Sec. 34, all of
Sec. 35, all of Sec. 36, T. 33S., R. 20W.. Lots
flying machine when it finds Itself in
3, 4, EVSSW4, SEX Sec. 19. NE4, SE4NWX,
COPPER SHARES
W54NW4, S'j Sec. 20, Wyi Sec. 27, aU of clanger of running into anything. '
NEW LOCATION
Sect. 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, Ny, NVSSW4 Sec.
WjNW4, Sec. 34, T. 33S.,
33, NE4NWX.
There is unmistakable evidence now that the public is awake to the tremendous prosperity of the cop
An electric collar huttnn that 'will
R. 19W., all of Sees. 5 and 6, T. WS., R.
companies and the splendid chance for profitable speculation in their shares. It has taken
automatically light up when It escapes
19W., all of Sec. 18, T. 31S., R. 19W.. all
a long time to develop the necessary confidence, but now that the buying movement is well under way
32S., R. 19W., ail of you ana
The Lordsburg Dairy ofSees.Sees.5, 6,19, 7,30,8, 31,NX,T. NWXSWX.
disappears
bed.
under
the
SEX Sec.
it should run for a long time. As a matter of fact, speculation in the coppers is one of the safest methods
17, T. 33S., R. 19W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 3,
banking on the huge profits brought by war conditions, for copper is a raw material and a necessity of
" 10,
of
11, 12. 13, 14, EX. EXWX,
NWXNWX
A
straw
hat that
"SANITATION FIRST"
Sec. 15, EX, EXWX, SWXSWX Sec. 22, all
importance in war, and, not only that, but copper is one 01 the products that will be in tremendous
first
may
blow
off, but will not roll away.
of Sees. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36, T. 32S.
demand for industrial purposes after the close of the war and profit to the one who has the foresight to
T. 33S.. Judge.
R. 20W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 3. 10,
Now at Sheakspeare Camp
R. 20W, NEX Sec. 11. all of Sec. 13, all ol
invest in copper properties or copper shares, especially in those properties that carry gold and silver values
NXSEX, SEXSEX Sec.
14, NEXNWX.
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg Sec
to the copper contents.
15, all of Sec. 16, EX. SEXNWX,
EXSWM RESTORATION TO ENTRT OF LANDS IN in addition
purchasers of shares in a mining company, which is developing its property, stand to realize 100
The
Sec 22, all of Sees. 23 and 24, EX,
and 85 Mine.
NATIONAL FOREST
EXSWX Sec. 25, NX. SWX. NXSEX
to 1,000 percent profit on their purchase, as against the purchasers who will realize only 6 to 8 per cent
8724, 8789
Lista
SWXSEX Sec. 26, EX, EXNWX, EXSWX
by purchasing the same interest when it is a dividend payerprofit
Sec. 34,
27,
EX,
Sec.
EXSWX
NWX.
Notice la hereby given that the lands des
ALLEN & LINES, Prop, , NWXNEX, NXNWX, SWXNWX. WXSWX,
Leaves Lordsburg Wednesday and Saturday mornings
: 1.
i
i
wita iiiu.il.:i ooueciai aiieniion
t
given to passenger service, J
to and from Iledrock.
i
SAM TURMAN, Prop. j
Leave calls at Postoffice. .

Unity of command
necessity of war.
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LYMAN H. HAYS 1
g Practice in Public Lands and
8 Mining Law á Specialty,
2

Lordsburg Cafes
Club House Saloon
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

FRANCISCO CANO, Prop.
North of Railroad Tracks.

Ceratra,! Sax
fieer
on Tap

Keg

Fine Wines and Liquors
Restaurant in Connection
VENDOME

St

HOTR

BUILDING

Elmo Cafe

W. M. MEANEY,

REGULAR

Prop.

DINie

We give a first clas9 regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a

trial and be

convinced.

...

n.

Lordsburg,

N. M.
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14 . T.V. n WAm.
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f of ' Sepax,
N. M. ; O. M
Williams,
Clarence
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i... 1. .
reb.18-Mar.1- 7
John L. Burnslde, Register

Children

T.ihfrl ftii l.rinc rpsults
Read the LIBERAL ads thia

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bear
tha
Signatura of V

a,

additional homestead entry No. 012214, for
a., nuaw
lownaniu
SKhí Dcetlon
W., N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of
year proof, to
three
final
to
make
intention
;
...
I
...
.
u
esuimisn ciaiiu w mw i ... .1wt. wb.vu,
vtnur r ai u Lord-bur-. .uau. v..v- g,
N. M., on the i&to
sioner, at
oay o I Harcn, iio.

i,

Up-To-Date-C- afe

--

cribed below, embracing 440 acres, with the
SWXSEX. EXSEX Sec, 35. all of Sec. 36, T. Chirlcahua National Forest, New Mexico. wOl
containing 61,393X12 acres. The
31S., R. 20W
improvement
orthis land coosist of bouse: be subject .to aettlemeat And entry .ancWe- - .the
wagon shed, blacksmith shop, barn, grain provisions of the homestead laws of the UnhV
room, fencing, value (2300.
d States and the act of June 11. 190 (84 Stat.
Also all of Sec. 32, T. 28S., R. 17W., NX, 283), at the United States Land Office at Laa
NXSEX Sec. 32, T. 29S., R. 16W., all of Sec. Cruces. New Mexico, on May 1, 1916.
Any
1,660.80 acres.
2, T. 29S., R. 17W., containing
ettler who was actually and In good faith
There are no improvements on this land.
No bids will be accepted for less than Three claiming any of the above lands for agricul
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which it the apprais- tural purposes prior to January 1, 1906, and
ed value thereof, and in addition thereto thr haa not abandoned same, has a preference
bidder mutt also pay for the improvements
right to make a homestead entry for the lands
which exist on the above described latids, actually aceupied.
Said lands were listed
at the appraised value.
upon
the application! of the persons mentioned
The above tale of lands will be subject
below,
preference
right subject to
who
have
a
The sucto the following conditions, viz:
the prior right ef any auch settler, provided
cessful bidders must pay to the Commissioner of Public Lands, or hit agent holdini
id settler or applicant la qualified to make
of the prices offered homestead entry and the preference right la
such sale,
by them respectively for the land; four per exercised prior to May 1, 1916, on which date
cent interest in advance for the balance ol the lands will be subject to tettlement and entry
such purchase prices; the fees for adverby any qualified person.
The lands are as
tising and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, and each and all follows: The SEX NEX. the N' SEX. the
of said amount! must be deposited in cash NEX SWX, Sec. 24. T. 83 S.. R. 21 W.. N.
or certified exchange at the time of sale, M. P. M.. 160 acres, application of Mrs. Cora
and which amounts and all of them are A. Sanford, Cloverdale, New Mexico; List S- subject to forfeiture to the State of New
Mexico if the tuccessful biddert 'do not ex- 3711.
The SWX SWX of Sec. 16, the NH NX
ecute contract! within thirty dayt after con
have been mailed to them by the NEX. NX X
NWX. Sec. 22, T. 88 S., R.
tradi
State Land Otfice, laid contract! to providee 21 W., 120 acres, application of Jasper W.
for the payment of the balance of the
Sanford, Elbow Lake, Minnesota; List
nricet of taid tracts of land in thirty
The SWX NEX SEX. the W
EX SEX
equal, annual installments, with interest on
SEX. See.
all deferred payments, at the rate of four SEX. the WMi SEX SEX, SW
See.
88
R. tl
17,
S.,
T.
the
8.
NX NEX.
per cent per annum in advance, payments
and interest due on October 1st of each 160 acres, application of Frank O. Elvey, Clo
obligations.
vear. and auch other conditions,
verdale, New Mexico ; List
reservations and terms as may be required February 19, 1916.
C M. Brae.
Assistant Commissioner of the General
Each of the tractt at described herein will
Office.
be offered leparately. The Commissioner of
Public Lands, or his agent holding aucn
tale reserves the right to reject any and
all bids offered at said sale. Poasestion
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
under contract! of tale for the above de- Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Of
scribed tractt will be given on or be fori
fice at Las Cruces. N. M., Feb. 9. 1916.
(Vtnber lit. 1916.
Notice is hereby
that Adolph H.
Witneii my hand ana tne oinciai leai oi Hirsch.
of Playas. N. M.. who on July 1. 1916,
the State Land lattice tnn na uay oi ue
WV,
NEW
See.
See.
20. Township
19.
NWX
1915.
cembcr, A. D.
87 S.. Ranpe 17 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
rv v iLii,
KUDi, r.
entry
No,
011912,
for KYj
made
homestead
Landt,
Commissioner of Public
filed notice of intention to make final three
State of New Mexico. year
proof, to establish claim to the land
First PubUoitlon, Feb. U, 1916
above described, before J. M. Trippe, U. 8.
Commissioner, at Playas, N. M., on the 25th
last Publication, April 14. 1916
day of March, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses l
wnnre FOR PUBLICATION
John A. Croon, William Adams, John W,
Department of tha Interior, U. 8. Land Offlot Walker, Guernsey Adams, all of Playas,
N. M.
at Laa Cruces, N. M.. February 14. 1916.
Feb.18-Mar.1- 7
John L. Burnslde. Retrtster
Notice Is hereby given that Doran A. L. Wo- gan, of Animas, N. M., who, on June 19, 1909.
made homestead entry No. U33Z0, lor an vt,
uM.i.. is Tv.wn.hln 28 8.. Ranas 19 W.. N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
P. Meridian, haa filed notice of Intention to Department of the Interior, V. S. Land Offiea
make final five year proof, to establish elaim
Cruces, N. M.. Feb. IS. ISM.
Las
at
to the land above described, before Alfred B.
Notice la hereby given that Ben F. Orr, of
Ward, U. 8. Commissioner, at Animas, N. M., Playas, N. M., who, on Feb. 16, 1916. made
on the 28th day of Maren. mm.
homestead entry, No. 011898, for NX SWX
3X NWX. Section 8, Township tl B., Ranse
' Tai W. Gallman, Charlea Conner, Melvln A.
17 W
N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice
Wood, John Freeman, all of Animas, N. M.
of Intention to make final three year proof, to
Feb.2S-Mar.2- 4
John L. Burnslde, Register. establish claim to the land above desoribed,
before J. M. Trippe, U S. Commissioner, at
vnriri inn pithi ICATION
Playas. N. M.. on the 8th day of AprU, 1911.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Of- Claimant names as witnesses
...
W M
t
Fk Q IQIb.
8. Cooper, Juo. W. Walker, J. A. Crooi
Notice Is hereby given that Carl W. Puschel. f. B. Wade, all of Playas, N.
M.
J.
or
M. SU., wno, on reururj
i"",
liatre.
,
.
.
XI
24.
Mar.8-8MRU
A70ua
John L. Burnside, Reelster,
IaL
1
j

TVio

V

The best job printing at the
1

iwiDerai.

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION .
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Of
t Las Cruce, N. M Feb. 28, 1916. '
Notice it hereby given that William W,
Jonea, of Animas, N. M., who, on Sept, 14.
1915, made homestead entry. No. 011796, for
SEX See 8., NEX Bee. 17. Township 87 &.,
Ramte 19 W . N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed
notice of intention to make final three y
proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before A. B. Ward. U. S. Commie
sioner, at Animas, N. M., on tha 8th day of
April, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses t
John F. Burns, Isaae H. Arnold, Howard E.
Dupuy, Patrick M. Ewinf, all of Animas, N,
M.

John

...

L, Burnside, Register,

-

WHAT $1,000 HAS EARNED IN MINING
The following table is approximately
correct and includes the present market
value of stock. The stocks are now selling
at from 10 to ICO times the original cost.
NAME OF COMPANY

Age of Co.

Amount Earned by

Yfar9

$i,oo

Hornestake Mining Co.

40

Hollinger Gold Mines Co.
Calumet & Hecla Mining Co.
Arizona Mining Co.

J

Average Yearly

per cent

twa

I'aid In Dividends

$200, 000

725

; 35

5

12,500

2C0

3

40

425, 000

1060

125
"

13

120,000

930

Tonopah Mining Co.

13

41,000

320

13

United Verde Copper Co.

35

290,000

325

35

Nypissing Mining Co,, Lt.

8

6,000

75

13

Tonopah Belmont Development Co.

8

12,000

150

Chino Copper Co.

5

8.000

ICO

Utah Copper Co.

7

13,000

180

Calumet

&

21

25

Lordsburg, New Mexico

THOS. A. LISTER

Heres What You Want
"Old Trusty" Incubator and a
BrooJer for sale cheap. Enquire
of W. M. Stamp.

Tie Morniutt Star Saloon

E. L. Todd of Deming, New
Mexico, offers hatching eggs for
sale from pure bred S. C. Rhode
Island Keds, at $1 to $2.50 for 15.

Under New Management

Firtility guaranteed.

Ü

g
H

Large and Juicy Boers
Finest Wines, Liquors, Spurs, Ropes
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses

Order your spring suit now,
previous to the spring rush. The
prices are right and workmanship
and a'iit, guaranteed at your local
tailor's, M. P. Farrer.
High c'sbs tailoring, cleaning, prtes-in- g
muí elle.-ing- .
Lud.cs Hi d Gentlemen Knits made, at home from $lb.l!0
See M. 1'. Farrer, the
to $40.00.

li

H

Clou--

Íl!ll!!li!!!!l!!lli

Xj.

d
'

tailor.

aXiTicHn-olc- ;

PE0PRLET0R

l

4.

Ranch for Rent: For sheep or
goats. 12 miles west of Lordsburg.
Water. Improvements. Early rain.
Enquire at Liberal.

VvT.

C;iADE SEED OATS

ALFALFA CI COHN CELT

ti:rn

i,ir.i;r:AL.

NOVELTIES IN STORE

SÍO'"'í!!iTlíi"
effi
F

Lisn;

DESIGNERS
ARE PUTTING FORWARD MANY NEW EFFECT8.

'Tape's Diapcpsiiv' fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.

1

Disking

Lend Before 8owlng

Corn-Stubb-

.n pared

by the TTnllt d Stair Depart-meof Agrlrtilture I
The Idea that oaU run out and that
tt ts necessary to get new seed every
few years is quite common, but it is
not Justified by. the facts. There is no
reason why a good variety of oats
should not be Just as Rood 20 years
from now as It is now, if care is taken
to keep it pure. The seed should be
cleaned and graded each year, taking
out the weed seeds and the small kernels, it should also bo treated for
smut at least once In two or three
years. If the seed la of good quality
it will not pay to run it through the
fanning mill more than once, to take
out the small kernels and weed seeds.
If the peed Is poor or very weedy, running it through a second time and tak-

ing out

two-third- s

or more of the grain

ts

well worth while.
Tho reason It is best to take out the
mall kernels Is that they do not make
as strong plants as the large ones.
s
The weak plants from theso small
kor-tirl-

usually produce little grain. If
the kernels that are sown are all of
about the same size the plants will
be uniform, tho crop will all ripen at
the same ttrue, and the yield will be
better.
Alfalfa in the Corn Belt.
Alfalfa is gaining In favor in the
com belt and it Is safe to assume,
ays a new bulletin of the department of agriculture by Carl Vrooman.
the assistant secretary, that part of
the area now occupied by some of tho
less profitable crops will soon be used
for alfalfa The net returns from al
falfa, continues the bulletin, probably
average nearly twice as much as those
from corn. The average yield of alfalfa per acre for the United States
f
Ih a littlo over two and
tons,
compared with an average yield of a
tons of
little over one and
all kinds of hay. Moreover, In addition to tho direct money returns from
alfalfa, big returns are obtained indirectly through Increased fertility due
to the nitrogen and humus that are
left in the soil.
Given suitable soil, there are four
requirements for getting a stand of alfalfa In the corn belt:,
1.
land. Alfalfa must
have water, but It should dig its own
one-hal-

one-thir-

Well-draine-

wells.
2. Sweet land.
Sour land won't
grow alfalfa successfully. Use limestone If your land Is acid.
3. A
seedbed. There
la no crop more exacting about Its
aoedhed than alfalfa.
4. Thorough Inoculation.
Alfalfa is usually seeded broadcast

COMMON DISEASE WITH PIGS

Oat.

and harrowed and rolled In, but a
great saving In seed can be effected
by using an alfalfa arill, which covers
all seed at a uniform depth.
For seeding alfalfa broadcast, the
seed needed varies from fifteen to
twenty poundsper acre. When a drill
is used this amount can be reduced
Care should be used to secure good seed, and it is advisable to
write to the agricultural college of
your state for information as to the
seed best adapted to your locality.
It is almost Impossible to get too
thick a stand of alfalfa In the corn
belt. When the stand Is thick the
more vigorous plants choke out both
weeds and the less vigorous plants
and make a thick growth of fine hay
with slender stalks, while a thin stand
makes a rank and woody growth of
very coarse hay. The yield per acre
from a thin stand may equal that
from a thick stand, but the quality of
tho hay will bo inferior. Twenty to
forty plants to the square foot Is satisfactory, and on very rich land the
stand may be even thicker and still
make a good growth.
Alfalfa makes good pasture" for many
farm animals, but owing to the dlffl
culty of getting and keeping a stand
It should be grazed sparingly, and not
at all during the first year. Clost
cropping and tramping of the soil by
liv9 stock in muddy weather does serious damage. Cattle and sheep tend to
bloat when first turned on alfalfa,
hence great care should be taken In
pasturing these animals. Hogs do well
on alfalfa
indeed, alfalfa pasture,
supplemented by a small ration of
corn, makes pork about as fast and as
cheaply as it can be done. You can
pasture several hogs to tho acre, allowing them to run at will over the
alfalfa meadow without interfering seriously with the regular cuttings.
Thus, in addition to the hay crop, you
get at least seven months of hog pasture.
Alfalfa is an excellent crop to use
in clearing the soli of insects that are
harmful to corn and other grain crops.
The ccrn root aphis, white grubs, and
other Insects that are so Injurious to
corn will not feed on alfalfa, and after
a field has been devoted to alfalfa for
three or four years It will be practlcally free of them.' Alfalfa 1s also
of nsslstance in getting rid of noxloi's
weeds. Itecause of the frequence with
which it is cut even such weed as wild
morning glories and Canada thistles
can bo cleaned out of heavily Infested
fields by cropping in alfalfa a few
years.
one-thir-

I

FLAX IS

A

PROFITABLE

CROP

Thumps Is Usually Associated With May Be 8own as Late as June and
Errors In Diet Not Readily
Mature Under Favorable CondiAmenable to Treatment.
tions Beans Also Do Well.
(By I. K. NFW80M. Colorado Agricultural Collexe. Kurt Collins, Colo.)
Thumps, while a very common disease in little pigs, has never been
thoroughly worked out. It Is usually
associated, .however, with errors In
diet, either on the part of the sow-o- r
the pigs themselves. It is found
that it frequently follows If the sow
be heavily fed previous to farrowing.
Also It is produced In the young pigs
If the diet be such as to set up Indigestion. The disease Itself is merely
a contraction of the diaphragm and In
that respect resembles hiccoughs In
man. It seems, however, to be a more
serious disease In pigs and not so

readily amenable to treatment.

RIGHT FEED FOR DAIRY COWS
Animals Should Have AH the Hay
and Silage They Desire Grain
Also Is Necessary.
Dairy cows In milk should have all
the hay and silage they desire. In
addition to this, a cow that gives milk
containing more than 4 per cent of

butterfat

should

be given one pound

of grain for every 3 to 3.5 pounds of
milk produced.
A cow giving aillk containing less
than 4 per cent buttorfat should be
given a pound of grain for every 3.5
to 4 pounds of milk produced.
Best Soring Potato.
The best variety of Irish potato for
spring planting is ono that is early
and that produces the maximum num
smooth
ber to the hill of medium-sizedtubers.
,

Skirts and Jackets of Different Fabrics Seen Among the Certainties of
the Season Evening Frocks
of 8Mver Tissue.

Time It! In five minutes all stomeck
distress will go. No Indigestion, heartburn, courness or belching of gaa, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Tape's Diapepsln ts noted for Its
speed In regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy in the whoU
world, and besides it is harmless.
Fleasefor your sake, get a largs
fifty-cecase of Tape's Diapepsln
from any store and put your stomach
right. Don't keep on being miserable
Ufa is too short you are not hers
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest It; enjoy It, without dread of rebellion In
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsln belongs in your
home anyway. Should one of the family eat something which doesn't agree
with them, or In case of an attack of
indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night. It Is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.

íj

has been guided by an artistic band
Into palo pink, mauve, a peculiarly lovely shade of sky blue.
Entire frocks have been made of
this fabric, the saving grace being
that the skirts ore very short and
Where
the bodices slim and low.
trimming la demanded. It Is supplied
by silk net In the same color, but too
ornately touched up with crystals.
If the Idea of an entire gown of
rose or mauve metal tissue does not
appeal to a woman, at least, Bhe
may care to know that the fabric
is In fashion In order to make use

The mingling of striped silk and
blue serge promises to be a
popular feature for the coining sea
son. A handful of straws point to he
fact that we will wear skirts and
jackets of different fabrics on the
streot, and the favorlt choice for the
skirt will be striped or checked, heavy
silk. The stripos, mind you, run around
the figure more often than they do
up and down.
This same Idea Is followed out In
evening gowns,
and bodices
do not match in material, even It they
do In color. All winter we have worn
the bodices of gauze, and now It Is
supplanted by bodices of silk, heavily
embroidered in silver.
There are
frocks to be
worn on the street either in the morning or the afternoon, that also show
the fashion for the mingling of two
materials. A blue faille skirt with a
bodice of gaberdine Is used for one
of the new models for
frocks. It takes one back to the races
Joke on Her.
"My wife gave a reception yester in Paris nearly two years ago, when
the first tight little bodice of gaberday."
dine and a flaring, striped skirt were
"Did you attend?"
"Yes; I played a practical joke Ch worn by that celebrated beauty. Mllev.
Forzane; the modol has evidently lain
her. I got in line when she was re- fallow
In the brains of the deceiving and before she knew it she signers
and has been brought out
was smiling and saying she was glad again
for
the spring. .
Mule.
to see
White Tulle Frock With Bodice of Silk
In Its present form It gains a touch
Embroidered In Silver.
of novelty by being made of two maare
terials
sharper
in
on
It
that
contrast
of
another gown. A bodice of
HOW TO RELIEVE
than the materials used two years mauve-coloremetal tissue goes
ago.
mauve-colorevery well with a skirt
KIDNEY PAINS
After Doucet launched his remark
tulle or even one of white,
ably lovely evening frock of silver and a simple adjustment of the fabmore or Inn
I have used Swamp-Kno- t
this lust few years, and have always got tissue last November, America took ric is to use It as a deep girdle on
great relief. About three months ago I hold or the Idea and exploited It, but any kind of silk net dance gown, or
down
was taken
with severe pains very few women would wear the as a deep hem on a lower skirt ot
through the bark and limbs, I was very gown.
Probably they were afraid of tulle or chiffon.
nervous and was very restless at night. the reputation
that sliver tissue has
Of course the milliners are using
I began taking
your Swamp-Roo- t
and
before I used a naif bottle, I felt great of tarnishing and turning black when it for hats; they drape this colored tisbend
kept
taking
I
on
it until I
relief,
left to Itself. And yet, after this gown sue into high turbans and leave them
gan to feel myself again. I have rec- was launched, women took hold of the
untrimmed except for a spray or
ommended
it to my neighbors and Idea
ol wearing colored, metal cloth alprette of goura feathers.
friends, and several of them informed me
that they have been greatly benefited by frocks.
The shoe men who have flooded the
say enough
for
using it. I cannot
The production of this material was country with slippers of silver tissue
Swamp-Roosnd I heartily recommend
qf
triumph
the looms and of the will eagerly grasp the opportunity to
it for Kidney trouble and Rheumatism.
You have my consent to publish this master weavers. It was foisted upon use the new fabric.
So far, ail our
statement. I am 77 years old. Dr. Kil- the public without much heralding, colored slippers have been of satin.
has saved mv life.
mer's Swamp-Roo- t
and - It became easily the foremost Women want a change.
LYDIA P. HUGÚNIN,
fabric of the month. Happily, it has (Copyright. IMii.
147 W. 45th St..
McClure Newspanot been dyed in brilliant colors; it
Los Angeles, Calif.
per Syndicate.)
plain

for-ski- rts

one-piec- e

one-piec-
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UstilJÜÍI, ü.ü.1
Mother!

Lock.

coated,

G;ve

If tongue
"California

3

SyrupofFigs."
Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanBes the tentfer
stomach, liver and bowels so nlce'.y.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result Is
they become tightly clogged with
wactn, liver gets sluggish, stomach

sours, then your little one becomes
,
feverish, don't ent,
cross,
sleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
system full tf cold, has sore throat,
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See if tongue Is coated, then
give, a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs." and In a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the system, and you have a well child sgaln.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs" because tt Is perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it never fails to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
Ask at the store for a
bottle
ot "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
half-sick-

e

Perfectly Apparent.
"He boasts that he ts a solfmade
man.

"He shouldn't.

It's unnecessary.

Anybody can see he's not tho worn of

an expert."

TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FALLING

d

d

t,

by-ft-

Los Angeles

I

t'oiintv of Los Angeles f
On this 30th day ofs January A. D. 1014,
t.ydia P. Nugunin, snhscribed to the
shove statement and made path that the
and fnet.
tame is true in
Our sketch shows a dainty arid decoGRAgE W. FRY 15,
Notary Public.
rative little tray that is simple to
Will Do For Yon make. Trays of the nature illustrated
Prove What Swamp-Rohend ten cents to Dr. Kilmer 6s Co., are useful in many ways and look very
Hinghnmton, N. Y., for a sample size bot- pretty upon
the dinner table filled with
tle. It will convince anyone. You will
fruit, or prepared in a small size form
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling alwMit the kidneys and blada handy addition to the writing table
der. When writing, be sure and mention
Regular
t
this paper.
and
size bottles for sale at all drug
stores. Adv.

PRETTY AND USEFUL TRAY

suh-tan-

fifty-cen-

one-dnll-

Her Choice.
"Your daughter," said Mrs. Oldcastle
after being conducted through the
newly furnished wing of the magnifi
cent palace occupied by the Billing-tons"has such a splendid vocabu
,

lary."
"Do you think so?" her hostess replied. "Joslah wanted to get her one
of them escritoires, but I made up my
mind right at the start that a vocabulary would look better in a room
like hers is, even If it didn't
cost quite so much."

d

Flax is a profitable crop to sow on
a new sandy breaking. It may be put
In as late as June and mature under
II
favorable conditions.
The sowing of barley or oats on
CASCARETS
FOR :
breaking Is not advised by some authorities," except in a new country,
where feed or forage 13 needed, and
SLUGGISH
In this case sudan grass is preferable.
Beans also do well on a new breaking, usually making a better yield on
this soil than when planted in old No sick headache, sour stomach,
lands. Sod corn Is a good crop for
biliousness or constipation
fodder on new breaking and the sowby morning.
pound
rutabagas
to an
ing of one
of
acre is profitable.
Get a
box now.
Turn the rascals out tho headache,
CARING FOR SEED POTATOES biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
All Bruised or Cut Tubers Should Be out
and keep them out with
Rejected Temperature of Room
Cascareis.
la Most Important.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
The potatoes intended for seed In know the misery caused by a lazy
the spring should be carefully sorted, liver, clogged bowels or an upset stom
and all bruised or cut tubers rejected. ach.
In storing them the main thing Is
Don't put In anotlier day of distress.
to keep the room temperature high Let Cascarete cleanse your stomach;
enough to prevent freezing and yet remove the sour, fermenting food;
low enough to provent sprouting.
take the excess bile from your liver
The best seed potatoes are those and carry out all tho constipated
enthat have not Dad their stored-uwaste matter and poison In the
ergy wasted by premature sprouting. bowels. Then you will feel great.
At planting time the tubers should
straightens you
A Cnscaret
be hard, with the sprouts Just showing. out by morning.
They work while
A"
yon sleep.
lOcent box from
Changing Calf's Milk.
any drug store means a clear head,
A safe way to change a calf from sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
whole to Bkiia milk is to reduce the and bowel action for months.
Chilwhole milk one pound a day, substitutdren love Cascarets because they
ing an equal amount of skim milk.
lever gripe or sicken. Adv.

BOILS

Manure for Celery.
The United States last year ImManure tor mulching celery should ported 27,562, 3G1 pounds of black nitd
be drawn during the winter and white pepper, valued ut $2,852,CU5.
Unsafe Way to Drive.
It In never a safe plan to drive an thrown in piles at the ends of the field.
nfrral with so loose a rein that you
Ten smiles fnr a nickel. Always buy Red
Time to Manue Alfalfa.
CroHS lfi k lilue; have beautiful, clear
cannot Instantly command the situa
The best time to manure alfalfa la white clothes.- - Adv.
tion If necessary.
to top dress It In the fall.
Quite Appropriate.
Complete Farm Home.
"I have a good stabbing story."
Blood Tells.
A Itnn borne Is not complete with'
"Then we'll Illustrate It with plent)
Blood always tells. Plan to breed
out a good orchard, a vegetable gar'
Of cuta"
up, not down.
den, and ornamental grounds.

for holding those odds and ends that
always tend to make the table look
untidy unless some special place la
assigned to them.
These trays can be made on the
same lines in a variety of shapes, and
In preparing the one illustrated a
piece of cardboard must be cut out
in the shape shown In the diagram on

the right and scored across at the
points indicated by the dotted line. It
Is, however, a good plan prtor to cutting out the card to cut out a rough
pattern in fairly stiff paper. and bend
it into shape. The card is covered
on one side with pale pink sateen,
and on the other with thin whiter silk,
upon which the floral design shown
has been embroidered. The materials
are sewed together at the edges and
must also be tacked down to the card
at the places where it has been scored
across.
The four flaps are then bent up
wards until tho edges meet at the corners of the. tray, when they are securely sewed together with white silk.
The upper edges of the tray are bound
with narrow green ribbon, and In doing
this boles should be first pierced In
the cord for the needle and thread to
pass through.
The center portion of the design
which appears upon each side of the
tray is worked with silk In two shades
of pink, and the " leaves In various
shades of green.
--

Glrlsl Try Thlsl Makes Hair Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
More Itching Scalp.
Within ten minutes after an appli
cation of Danderlne you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you see new
hair, fine and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all over the
scalp.
A little Danderlne Immediately dou
bles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, iaded, brittle ani

scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderlne and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect Is amazing your hair will be light, fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an Incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderlne from any store, and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft,
as any that It has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment that's
all you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots of it if you will just try a little Danderlne. Adv.
Persistent.

"Be sure and get the right tooth,

doctor."
"Don't worry. I'll get it If I have
to pull out every tooth In your head."
Life.
DRINK LOTS OF WATER

TO FLUSH THE KIDNEYS
Eat Less Meat and Take Salts fjr
Backache or Bladder Trouble-Neutr- alize
Acids.

Uric acid In meat excites tbe kidneys, they become overworked; get

sluggish, ache, and feel like lumps of
lead. The urine becomes cloudy; the
bladder Is irritated, and you may be
obliged to seek relief two or three
times during the night. When the kidneys clog you must help them flush
carry out the pannier effect of a gown oft the body's urinous waste or you'll
1 he newest corset covers have basques be a real sick person shortly. At first
of lace or nifties forming panniers on you feel a dull misery in the kidney
the sides. Silk voile Ib much used foi region, you suffer from backache, sick
lingerie.
headache, dizziness, stomach gets sour,
tongue coated and you feel rheumatic
twinges when the weather is bad.
Plain, Summer Hat
Gat less meat, drink lots of water;
also get from any pharmacist four
ounces of Jad Salts; take a
In a glass of water before
breakfast for a few days and your
Sidneys will then act fine. This famous salts ts made from the acid of
grapes and lemon juice, combined
with, lithia, and has been used for
generations to cloan clogged kidneys
Mid stimulate them to normal activity,
liso to neutralize tbe acida in urine,
io it no longer is a source ot Irrita
tion, thus ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts is inexpensive, cannot injure; makes a delightful effervescent
lithla-wate- r
drink which everyone
should take now and then to keep the
Sidneys clean and active. Druggists
hero say they sell lots ot Jad Salts to
oiks who believe in overcoming kid-- ,
ney trouble while it Is only trouble.

DRESS ACCESSORIES IN STYLE
Triangular pockets trimmed with
buttons are of dark blue taffeta lined
with gray blue taffeta, and are on a
dress of. beige taffeta. A pretty extreme In pockets is a bit ot a patch
pocket of taffeta on marquisette, terminating In long ends of narrow rib-

'

bon.
ruchlng is
Very narrow
used around the bottom of bodices, to
edge cuffs and deep pocket effects at
the sides of a skirt, or it Is placed in
a narrow width around the bottom of
a skirt A dress of sheer material lias
the skirt carried above tho belt in
;

ruche effert.
A charming sleeve of chiffon o
other transparent material is slightly
gathered at the arnihole. and at the
dropped shoulder line a great deal of
fullness is attached. The sleeve drops
very full to below the elbow, where it
is caught by two bands ot ribbon tied
in tiny bows.
The full short skirt is still with us.
and It Is perhaps a little fuller though
not quite so short, but Its fullness and
its shortness are emphasized by the
use of circular trimmings, folds,
flounces, tucks and even embroidery
Sieevcs. too, are decidedly fuller" tban
,
last season.
Tho combination of two mat0i!A!3,
the tight wa'st and tbe flaring rufflike
peplum are spring features.
There
will bo checks, small, large,
and even checked checks tor suits
frocks and motor coats.
Among Buiart underwear are seen
very short drawers with a ruffle at
tached to a yoke and mounted on three
rows of cording- Another ruflle goes
around the lower edge and up the
aides.
Ihe ruffles are starched to

table-spoonf-

dv.

It

The Pinch.
First Golfer (to clubmate who has
Well,
Just been trimmed woefully)
what's your handicap?
Second Golfer Honesty, mostly!

self-tone-

-

Judge.

;

A

Charming Model Is This. It Has a
High Crown and Exceedingly Nar-

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets ors the
original little liver pills put up 40 years
to. Tliey regulate liver and bowels. Adv.

row Brim.
It Is Covered With
The Reason.
Daintily Figured Silk and Effective"It is queer you did not notice how
ly Trimmed With Two Rosettes In the wind was howling last night."
Front.
"So was the baby."

WESTERN LIBERAL.

CARÍ1AIÍZA PAYS
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BODIES ARE SENT AWAY

WILSON'S ORDER TO 7,500 TROOPS
IS TO STRIKE QUICK AND
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Home Talent.
A man From "upstate" had gone to
a theater in New York. In an interval between the actd he turned to
the metropolitan who liad the seat
next to him.
'Where do all them troopers come

you?

Society Recruit Me? 1 had twe
motor boats explode under me, three
autos start over me and .an aeroplane
fall with me during the past socia'
season alone. Puck.

from?" he inquire !.
"I don't think I understand," Bald
the city dweller.
"I mean Hem r..c'.ors up yonder on
the stage," explained the man from
afar. "Was they brought on specially
for this show or o they live here?"
"1 believe most of them live here
Now la tb Timo to Oet Bid of The bo
LkIj 8puta.
In town," said the Now Yorker.'
There'a no longer the allghtest need of
"Well, they do iurty blamed well feeling eahamed of your f reck lea. a a the
prescription
othlne double
atrenRth la
for home talent," suid the stranger.
guaranteed to remove these homely apota.
Simply get an ounce of othlne double
Philadelphia Chronicle-Telegrapitrcngth from your druggiet, and apply a

lowed with guidons

f

FRECKLES

Sorgt. John G. Nlevergelt, 25 years
old, of the regimental band, killed by
the Mexicans while trying to get his
wife a.id daughter from their quarters
in the town to the camp, Mrs. Niover-gel- t
and her daughter lay beside the
body until the American troopers
drove the Mexicans out of range.
Sergt. Paul Simon, regimental
band, 30, born Stettin, Germany.
No
relatives yet found.
Sergt, Mark A. Dobbs, 24, attached
to machine gun platoon.
Corporal Harry E. Wisewell, troop
G, 3S, born Mount Washington, Ohio;
killed while carrying a message from
camp to the troop fighting tho Mexicans at the border gate.
Private Thomas Butlor, troop F, 20,
born Syracuse, N. Y.
Private Fred A. Grifdn, troop K, 23,
born Plckins, S. C.
Horseshoer Frank Klndvall, troop

13.

worat-freckic- a

K,

2G,

born Sweden.

GERARD TO QUIT BERLIN.

--
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Colds Make Backs Ache
aORE

aching backs, more kidney troubles come In March, than In
any other month. Slushy sidewalks, dampness, raw winds' and
sudden changes cause chills and colds. And chills or colds tend to
hurt the kidncyr. It Is good sense to use a kidney remedy when recovering from a cold and at any time when suffering from a lame back,
sharp pnins when stooping or lifting, dizzy spells, irregular or annoying kidney action, and a
nervous state.
Don't delay and take a chance of getting dropsy, gravel, Brlght's
dlseaso or some other serious kidney disease. Uno Doan's Kidney
Pills, the
special kidney remedy.
All over the
world grateful people frankly praise Doan's.
run-dow-

Here' What Colorado People Say :

'

Gen. Car
a manifesto to
the nation declaring that under no
circumstances would the Mexican
government grant the right to tlio
United States to, violate Mexican ter
ritory by sending In an armed force
in pursuit of Villa without consent
little of It night and morning and you and the reciprocal privilege being
thould aoon ace that ven the
Hot Gray Haiti bat Tired Kjm
Word
begun to disappear, while the lighter first obtained and admitted.
make us. loose older than we are. Keep. have
have vanished entirely.
It la seldom was sent to the confidential agent of
your Eyes young and you will look young-- ones
more than one ounce Is needed to comthat
After the Movies Murine Your Eyes. Don't pletely clear the akin and gain a beautiful the Mexican government in Washingtoll your age. Murine Eye Remedy Co., clear complexion.
Chicago, Bends Kye Book on request.
Be aura to a ok for the double strength ton to make Immediate representaothlne. as this la aold under auarintee of tions to this effect,
money back If It falla to remove freckles.
And After That I
AUV.
ViBitor How delighted you must
Washington, March 13. Gen. CarAdamlesa Eden.
have been when you heard your Bon
ranza's request for permission to
Lady of the House to Wine Agent
had won the V. C.
send Mexican troops into American
Scotch Wife Oh, ay! I was pleased I'm sorry, but you've had your trouble territory to pursue bandits who esenough, but I wasna' surprised. Ke for nothing this time. My husband is cape
across the border will be conjstood up to me once! London Punch. at the front, and I don't drink wine.
Wine Agent But, my dear madam, sidered by President Wilson and Sec
don't forget that in tbeee war tiroes retary Lansing today.
Important to Mothers
It has been considered practically
Examine carefully every bottle 01 you must always have ready in the
C ASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy foi house at least a light wine suitable for certain the the reply would be to the
Infants and children, and see thai it celebrating victories. effect that American troops ware only
being sent into Mexican territory in
Bears the
Signature
MAGAZINE DONATES $10,000 pursuit of the Villa outlaws because
the de facto government of Mexico
In Use for Over 80 Years.
did
not have sufficient forces on the
Cry
Cáatoria
for
Fletcher's
Children
Oar Reader May Profit by Generosity of scene to deal
with the situation and
Wcat era Magazine Firm.
A well known Denver pabllahlng house has an
that whenever bandits should cross
Prudent Politeness.
j.ruprlatexj
to be utwd solely In a
"Do you think a man ought to speak circuikiilun cam pa if o . Their offe-- la so liberal and into American territory ffhere there
the maK&ilne so tnureeUng that everybody iaeagm was not
.generously of a political foe?"
sufficient American soldiers
to Bona in muir names.
The nmgailne referred to la 18 yeara old and each to take them into custody, the right
"Sometimes," replied Senator Sor- niomh
pubiubtta BUrla of ad ven Lure, numerous
ghum.
ana iiouoei ox wetiern me, cownoj of entry would be accorded Carranza
"It may convey the Impres- eiiKr&vinKB
eatHira. dcricrluilona of amona ranchea. lrrluaiUm
troops.
sion that you aren't afraid of him."
ntwa, rich old mines, etc., and U;U
Erojicta, wland
be re to et buu aleada. It la the
Utrgeet, and ttnrat niaaasine In the west- - Readt'n
This, it Is believed, will be satisfac
say ilia worm v out, iu una surprising circutuuuQ
Same Class.
eamnaliin the DUblUbers are BDendlnii their monei tory to Carranza and make it possible
may
eubacrlbe
our
ilka
and
readera
thne
watr
"They tell me the clerk standing wholereurafuronl7'art,BlxfnHyoarHlifr60o.
It Id in o lor him to acquiesce in the operation
honest oiler ever bade, lie mil In onin of American troops in northern Mexico
yonder with a volume in his hand is biggest
pontage atarnos or money order. Tell all you
frtaixla. This offer may not appear again Hena toa capital salesman." up popular sentiment
day Money bauk
not delLhted. Mention this without stirring
"Yes, he and the book he is holding paper and addreas,It Koeky Mountain aflagmlue. among the people against him.
outuon u, uenver, vuurauo.-AUre two of our best sellers.1'
Secrecy regarding Gen. Funston'.
plans for moving against Villa and his
Well, Why?
Representative Bowdle of Ohio, bandits has been so rigidly enforced
BABY'S ITCHING SKIN
whose vigorous antisuffrage speech at ' the War Department that even
aa the feature of a suffrage debate, high officials of the government are
Quickly Soothed and Healed by
sat at a recent dinner party In Wash- in doubt as to whether American
Cutlcura. Trial Free.
troops actually had crossed the Mexi
ington beside a suffragist.
Mexico City, March
ranza Sunday Issued

draperf in black.

with crepe.
Gen. Hertani, leader of the Carranza
forces, which reached rulomus, Chihuahua, nix. miles south of the bordet
from Guzman, marched with the regi
mental officers,
lie had been sent
by Carranza military authorities to
join the funeral procession as a mark
of respect for the American dead.
The bodies were escorted to the train
by the band and the regiment, and
when the train departed for the East,
regimental trumpeters sounded taps.
The dead sent away were:

will fail the inexorable Jus-hP
CAltHANZA."

tiiulL,

Servlrs.

The chargers of Griffin and .Kindall.
the two members of K troop killed,
were led in line with saddles covered

"I am sure th.it I Interpret In this
matler the national sentiment, nnd
Mexican people will com
that
ply In a diKnitied man.ier with their
duty, be the sacrifices what they
niny, to sustain their rights and
sovereignly If unfortunately this
drains us 'into a war a war which
the United States can never Justify.
We will not be responsible for the
Upon the
disastrous conseiiuencV-sheads of the traitorous Mexicans
Alio, within and without this country, have labored to produce this
-

No Terrors for Him.
Recruiting Oillcer You realize the
dangers before youT You are not
afraid of having horses shot undei

Union New

Columbus, N. M. With the "entire
regiment turned out, military honors
were paid to the seven troopers ot
life Thirteenth cavalry who were
killed in action when Villa raided Co
lumbus. Capt. S. M. Lutz. regimertul
chaplain, held services in front of the
post hospital. .The bund, which Buffered
severely in action, - pin ye.1
Chopin's funeral march. Troop K fol-

United Slates forces
uttiiK at boroer polnls antl
orders sent uM pMtg In western
part of country to te
to
entrain at any minute; 7.500 men
nn,l twelve
put cue Villa, who killed 16 AmnilennR.
wounded many and destroyed half
of I'olumuus, New Mex.
MaJ. Gun. Fredk. Funs-tori;SToy
to nave supreme command of
expedition but War Department,
orders him to remain on border,
probably
ami actual leadership
will ko to Hrlfc. Gen. 1'erphln.
Four regiments of cavalry ordered from Interior for bonier patrol duty.
WRCIIKfV
Movements
of U. S.
troops and plans for expedition
kept secret so Villa will Bt as
little warning as possible.
Vlf.l.A Reported at la Ascension,
southwest of El I'aso ana on
railroad from Mormon colony to
border and also headed for Ki
Tigre, In Sonora, where Americans
ai-at mines,
CARRANZA
Issued manifestó declaring Mexican government
would not perhlt American troops
to cross border, unless reciprocal
privilege was granted'io Mexicans.
s

MwHe frté Vttétor 35 Yaera
Wfcat AlabMtine U
Alabaatina I a clean, dry,
Alabaatina haa been uaeJ
by hundreda of thouaande of
canitary, fl- - etextured powpalntera and decorator
der ""arround to Impalpable
by housekeepera and houae-ownefineneaa theeoloraand tinta
yeara
for thirty-fiv- e
added and thco it la put
up In packagea.
with unqualified aucccaa.
Speiat 5rnci7 Oftmw Ordinarily atendía r border
deaisnaeont you from 50c to (1.00 each. Our free book
telle you how yon can get the etenrila you
wisn prnoiicauy iree oi cimnta uur coior Wm
I
écheme carde eugseat colora that har
"I
mortise for your room. Write aV"
tnr 1hm toda v. Addreaa

;V

SERVICES- -

WHEN TRAIN DEPARTS.

Tnooi'S

D

ATTENDS

UWfci

TRUMPETERS SOUND TAPS

re.-ul-

Beautiful

Iccvliñyl"

SENDS GEN. BEHTANI TO BE AT
FUNERAL OP VICTIMS IN
COLUMBUS, N. M.

RESIST "PUNITIVE EXPEDITION" UNLESS GIVEN "RECIPROCAL

MA

I0Ü0R TO TROOPS

THREAT OF AVAR

"Vüi so ncrcczs

-

Ambassador Given Leave of Absence
for Rest and Change of Scene.
Washington, March 13. James W.
Gerard, American ambassador at Ber
lin, is expected to return to the
United States within the next few
weeks. The probable duration of his
stay In this country is not known.
Secretary Lansing has urged the am
bassador to come for a rest and
change of scene.
It was suggested that the President
may deem It .advlsablo to have Mr.
Gerard exchange posts with Henry
Morgcnthau, the ambassador to Con
stantinople, now iu this country on
leave. The fact that the State De
partment had offered Mr? Gerard
leave at this time when the relations
between the two governments are
strained, also was construed to mean
that It might be the forerunner of de
velopments of the gravest importance.

whirl-win- d

I

1

i

uldt-n- l

T.

IxiRan West, 805 Center fit., Pueblo, Colo., pays: "Exposure to all
kinds of weather was laixely responsible for the pains In my hack.
Colds settled on iny kidneys and
morninRB when I got up, .my back
was very painful. Niitbts when I

came home from work, I bad a
tired, dull ache throueh my kidneys. Doan's Kidney Tills llxod mi
up In good ahupe, removing all
signs of the trouble."

Mrs. I. T.' Bums, ens K. Seventh
Bi., Pueblo, Colo., says: "Almost
all my life I had rheumatic pains.
Honictimes 1 was so lainn and stiff
It was hard to get around. Tho
least cold settled on my kidneys
nnd made Ihe suffering worse,
fesomettmes my kidneys ai'ted tn
freely and then ajtain not often
enough and I was also subiect ii
dizzy spells.
Horn's Kidney Pills
have Kivcn mo relief from these
rpolls and have ,' pared mo a lot of
suffering."

KIDNEY

PILLS

At All Stores, 50c a Box.

Foster-Milbur-

Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

n

COLT DISTEMPER

You can prevent this loathsome diseñas from running
through your btnble and cure all tho colts suffering with
it when you begin the treatment. No matter how younff.
M'OHN'S Is safe to use on any colt. It Is wonderful how
It prevents ail distempers, no matter how colts or horse
at any apre are "exposed." All good drtucirists and turf
Roods houses and manufacturers sell SIMIIIVN at 50 centi

and Jl a bottle;
CO., Chemists and
A Light Dream.
Prof. Ulric Dahlgren of Princeton
university predicts that the time will
come when the lucifcrous substance
of chemical composition carried by
fireflies, certain fish and other ani
mals, will be used for illuminating
houses, etc. He believes that this
will come about when the nature and
proportions of the chemical constitu
ents of these substances aro discov
ered, and says they will give a light
having an eulelcney of 99 per cent instead of tho 15 per cent produced by
lights now in use.

A GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
"Mr. F. C. Case of Welcome Lake,
Pa., writes: "I suffered witu BackMy head
ache and Kidney Trouble.
broken and un- ached, my sleep
refrcshlng. I felt
heavy and sleepy
after meals, "vas
nervous
always
and tired, had a
bitter taste in my
mouth, was dizzy,
f) o a t ! n g
s before my
eyes, was always
Mr. F. C. Caso.
thirsty,
a
had
dragging sensation across my loins,
difficulty In collecting my thoughts
and was
with shorttroubled
ness of breath. Dodds Kidney Pills
have cured me of these complaints.
You are at liberty to publish this letter for the benefit of any sufferer who
doubts the merit ot Dodds Kidney
Pills."
Dodds Kidney Pills, SOc. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Dodds Dyspepsia Tablets for Indlgeetion have been proved.
60c. per box. Adr.

and

1u

a dozen. Sl'OlUV MKDICAL
tinshen, Ind., U. 8. A.

The Army of
Constipation

Is Growing Smaller Every Day,

CARTER'S

LITTLE

LIVER PILLS nre
they
responsible
not only give relief .
they perma- - ,
nently cure Cooyf , :
lupstion. Mil
lions use
them for

;

,
-

?.

J Í3NTTLE

Uiuro

I
I

Biliotuneis,

Indijeition, Sick KesJtcbe, Ssüaw Skin.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

"Safety First."

w-i- s

.

"J

Elbridge) was over at his grandmother's for luiR'henu. They, knowing:
how fond he was of cornstarch pudding, had the maid, Louise, make
some in individual cups. At luncheon Elbridge refused repeatedly to
have any. They coaxed and coaxed,
but he wouldn't touch it. All the
rest enjoyed it. After luncheon Itin
aunt asked him why he wouldn't eat
any of the pudding.
"Well," he said, "when Louise wan
making It I Baw the dog lick one of
them, and I didn't know which one It
was."

USB ALLKN'S FOOT-EASSudden Thrust Defeats French,
The antiseptic powder to be shaken Into)
shoes and used In
It relieves
Loudon, March 14. German offen
painful, swollen, smarting, aching, tired
sive in Verdun region slackened. Ger
feet and Instantly takes the sting out of
corns and bunions, The greatest comfort
mans claim to have retaken most of
discovery of the ane. Bold everywhere. zSe,
Corbeaux wood. At Douaumont FriTrial package K11EK. Addresa Allen S
Olmsted, L Hoy, N. T. Adv.
day, the French war office reports,
ruBhed
forward
the
three
Germans
The suffragist, desirous of showing can border.
Bathe with hot water and Cutlcura
Just So.
Secretary Baker announced that the times in columns of four but were
Soap. If thre Is any Irritation anoint woman's serfdom of servitude, said:
"1 am on the scent of success."
"Mr. Bowdle, why does a woman, Twenty-thirinfantry, now at Galves mowed down. By a sudden thrust in
gently with Cutlcura Ointment on end
"What are you doing?"
Some peop'e aro like cider sweet
of finger. Refreshing slumber for rest- when she marries a man, take his ton, Tex., had been ordered to El Paso the Champagne, Germans penetrated enough until it is time to work.
"Raising unions."
to
depth
of
a
lines
French
name?"
Mexican
because of. fear of
attacks
less, fretful babies usually follows the
1,400
yarda.
on
of
mile
a
of
a
front
Bowdle,
show
Mr.
to
desirous
many
But
towns along the border
felt in
use of these
emollients.
Makers of alarm clocks are among
It Isn't always the strongest man
woman's sheltered and easy economic The regiment, about 1,000 strong, will Berlin dispatches report renewal of
They are a boon to tired mothers.
family.
supports
largest
who do a rousing business.
who
those
the
Aus
fighting
between Italians and
be stationed at points designated by
Free sample each by mail with Book. position, smiled and answered:
"Why does she take everything elBe Gen. Funston.
trians in Albania.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
he's got?" Philadelphia Bulletin.
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Orders calculated to complete in de
Employes Ordered to Flee Mexico.
tail every arrangement for the move
' At the Boarding
Laredo, Tex., March 13. American
House.
Foregone Conclusion.
ment of the American forces into Mex
"Is this beef too rare for you; Mr. Ico have been issued by officers of concerns operating In the Monterey
Teacher If a farmer sold 1,479
bushel of wheat for $1.17 a bushel Simpklns?"
the general staff. Nothing has been district and In the vicinity of
"Well, since you ask me, Mrs. Skin omitted in The program recommended
Farmers pay for lliefar lind with one year's oros)
state of Durango, have instruct
what v ould he get?
ner, I would like it a little often&r."
Boy An automobile.
ed their employóB to leave Mexico at
and prosperity vas never so great.
by Gen. Funston.
Every move by the department to once, owing to unrest among the
Regarding Western Canada as a grain
A
execute the President's order to hunt lower class of Mexicans, according to
producer, a prominent business man
down Villa's bandit army in northern American passengers from that secsays: "Canada's position today ia
of Mexico, who killed sixteen AmeriIs
discovery
borrecent
a
whom
250
"Anurio"
of
reached
the
tion,
Spring is the time of the year when
There is no ap
here Suuday.
sounder than cvt.-r- . There is more
we should put our house In order. Doctor Pierce, who is head of the In cans at Columbus, New Méx., wounded der
valida1 Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. Expert
many others, and then set the town parent 111 feeling against Americans
more cattle than
wheat, more oats, more grain for feed,
We'ro run down after a hard winter
on
fire, is clunked in secrecy iu ac- in Nuevo Laredo and the border In
sev
year and more hogs. The war market in Europe needs
Hospital
ments
Dr.
at
Pierce's
for
last
grip,'
It'a time
colds, catarrh.
after
this vicinity is quiet.
our surplus. As forthewheatcrop.it is marvelous fcnd a monument of strength
to take Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical eral years proved that "Anurlc" la a cordance with Funston's suggention.
for but mess confidence to build upon, exceeding the most optimistic predictions."
Discussion in congressional circles Seven Americans Escape Sinking Ship
Discovery, purely vegetable and free wonderful eliminator of urio acid. For
squareCongress
indicated
that
stands
symptoms
will
easily
recognized
oi
Washington.
those
Secretary Lansing in
from alcohol or narcotics. It
19 15
search out impure and poisonous mat- inflammation as backache, scaldinc ly behind the President in his deter- Dtructed Consul Otborn at Havre
marun
down
to
Villa
the
France, to get and forward im
ter and drive It from the By item. Buy urine and frequent urination, as wel mination
mediately all available details of
"Discovery" now in tablets or liquid. as sediment in the urine, or if urii rauders.
Gen. Funston asked t,he' War De- the sinking in Havre roads of
Prices are high, markets convenient, excellent land, low in price either inv
It will dissolve the poisonous accu- acid in the blood has caused rheunia partment Saturday for four additiunul the Norwegian bark Sillus, from
or otherwise, ranging from $12 to $30 per acre. Free homestead
surely
mulations and replace the bad blood tlsm, it Is simply wonderful how
fircedare
regiments of cavalry for patrol duty which seveu Americans were rescued
plentiful and not far from railway lines and convenient to good
gout,
in
gravel
and
and
"Anurlc"
actsj
blood
full
pure
out,
rich,
with
drives
on
Gen.
it
Scott, chief ol Consul Osborn previously hud report
the border.
school and churches. The climate is healthful
rapinvariably
pains
and
stiffness
the
of vital force.
staff, immediately issued orders for ed the Sillus was torpedoed without
war tix m land, aar Is Ibera any coaacrlpllea. For complete InforThere Is
idly disappear.
the First cavalry, Monterey, Cal., the warning on the night of March 9th.
mation st to best locations for settlt nicnt, reduced rsilrosd rutes and descriptive Uluatrstr4
It will clear the skin; eczema, pimpMuuphlei.
address bupermlcndcut linnugrauon, Ottawa, of
Eleventh cavalry. Fort Oglethorpe, If a torpedo did destroy the bark,
Go to your nearest drug store and
ples, rash, blotches will dry up and
Itobln-soncavalry,
(Ja.,
Twelfth
the
and
bound to Havre from New York with
W. V. BENNETT, Room 4, Bee Bldg Omaha, Nebr.
package of
disappear; boils, carbuiicles and other simply ask for a
Neb., to proceed at once to the grain, the government responsible will
fivlffencea of tainted blood will pass "Anurlc," or send Dr. Pierce 10c for
Canadian Govtronitot Agent
border.
bo held to strict accountability.
away, never to appear again.
trial pkg.
-
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&W$k ThreaBaadred
Bushel üroo

in 1915

Clean the Blood
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over 23 bustiols per aero
Wheat averaged in
Oais averaged In 1015 over 45 bushels per aero
Barley a veragedln 1Q15ov2r40bus helsper aero
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and Personal

SELLS EUILDING LOTS
Local
LOCAL
W. II. Snnll sold four building
Mrs. J. B. Crowell entertained
lota this week both for residence
Felix Jones," prop.
and store purposes and the pur-- , the bridge club Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. Lyall of Steins was a
HATH.. LU'NUKY AiiKSCY
chafers are planning to bulla at
J II. Clark of the 85 mine has
1 once.
Details of the transaction been elected the new secretary of business visitor here the first of
üxr to Piwuinifo
the week.
the local I. O. O. F. lodge.
kk w m kxico J will be made public soon.
Mr. Fris of the El Paso Herald
Harrv Lamb of Silver Citv
was a visitor here Thursday.
' motored over to Lordsburtr last
Paul Nesch, of Deming. propDr. P. L. McDade died in Silver Saturday on business returning
rietor of the Sanitary Bakery arrived here today to attend to City Tuesday morning after a lin- via. Doming.

I

t

SHOP

CAREER

PARLCH

TvT
& PERSONAL nur
H. H
1 11 t.i

Ím

Dr. J. G. Egon's
Auto Service to 85 Mine
any time, Day or Night
All classes of Magazines
and Newspapers.

1

Goods

far finest Bakery
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Blacksmith, Wkel-wrisSpring and axel Welding
Wood Working
Ksrscshoing.
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business attairs.
New Hospital for Silver City
A new 20,000 hospital is to bt
built immediately by the Grant
county hospital association, the
contract having: been awarded to
J. A. Harlan and Son the past
week. The erection of the new hos
pital, following extended litigation affecting a site donated foi
the building .which was ended by
ihe surrender of the old site and
Lhe purchase of a new one.
The
hospital is conducted by a board
comprising a number of prominent women of Silver City. The new
hospital will be one of the most
in the state
modern and
when finished.

First National Hani
nl Lonlsburjr, In the Stnteof New Mexico, at

"ffil!

Cue

Ploci and Sa;e

A

the clow of business, March 7,
RKSOUKCES
n. I.ojins nnd discounts
Overdraft, unsecured
it. s. IVmds :
a. (VS. BihIs deposited
In wfiiiT circulation
$2" 000 X)
l.ir vnlue
C. V. S. I.oiids pledged
to cure postal snv-i(pnr
dt'iKisiiS
1 000 of)
value)

Collar1'
1.

SURPRISE GROCERY

J.

STORE COMPANY
KUANCWO

HA RULA

l'UOPKIETOK

Fresh Meats, - Vegetables and
PitOMl T Deliveries
Groceries.

Phone No. 6 - 2 Rins
Store North of S. P. Tracks

Totnl lT. S. Bond
riplion tnSlockof
Fedeml Kefrrvr Ilnnk
a, I,rs n m mint unpaid

Sds

ft.

7.
h.

n, Vnlue banking house

1C.

Net n mount due
l'cdeml Kcserve
n. Net nniountdne

12.

ISt Elmo Barber Saop

15.

8

6.

g in Rear of St. Elmo Bar
A
4?

i?

IS.

TWO fMIAlftS
GILLUM. I'uopiuetok
Laanilry
Agency El Paso
II

8

S.

2o.

lm

I

!

rom
nnk
rora

approved rt served agents in New York....
Net n mount due from
brink.
and bankers
(other thnn included
in 10or U)
a. Outside checks or
other cash item .....
b, Frncttonnl currency,

nkkeliind cent...

2

1XK)

U

C00 00

8U0

00

5 936 39

6

V3 7J

26103

00

16

1

250 00

307 457 04

1

Capital Slock pnid in
Surplus Fund
9
I ndivided profits
lev enrreid exiwiisc, 2
interest and tnxc paid

APPRECIATED
"THE
Ü

i

CANDIES"

J

H

oro or

17

S00 IX

977 20
fiOl

4H

8 375 11

Circulating Note Outstnndinff .
Due to Hunk and Ban ken
Demand Deposit :
32. Individual
Denoeit
subject to check
154 916
33. Certificate of Deposit
15 698
dtie itt Icsk than 30dnv
35. Cashier's checks out- 4 393
s'liiutimr
. nl Savings Deposits
39.
899
Total Demand
Item 32, 3. 35. 37,.... 172 913

..

24 995
5 000

Oil
Ot

91
40

We sell so many of these
famously food chocolates that
we can always upply any of the

81

These are the kind you see
advertised in
the Saturday Eveninq Post
and are What Sho Want I

Vthekint club

18 543 21
I7

457 04

STATK OP NEW MKXICO. COVNTY
)l; (RANT, SS.
I. Frank R. Conn, cashier of the nliove nmaed
Him k. do oletnnly sweiir thnt the ahoveNtatenienl
is true to the heM of my knowledge nttti tjelief.
I''rnnk K. Coor., Cashier

Johnston popular stsortmeoU.
And alway Froth

J

KAF.RY FARRIOR

attended court
Silver Citv last week cominoup from the Animas.
Raymond
R. Pitts of the

H. L. SWINK, Owner

8

i

J

ij

ininjcnM
w
If

Rev.

J.

A. Land rirear.hpd two

excellent sermons here last Sun
day. He will be at Ilachita next
Sunday for a series of meetings.
now being received.

U)niectionery
Steven's.

the first question asked
by those renting or buying homes.

That

Toiletgoods.

at Mrs.

M. M.

8

HAVE IT DONE NOW

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Olney were

here from Steins Monday.

surprised to learn
how little it costs to have your

Barrett and Urvelz have opened
a meat market and grocery store
at Shakespeare camp.

home wired.

You will be

V

Estimates Furnished

POWER

Pom Compi

Nesch's Butter Crust Bread

World Features

Thursday Nights

1

Out-of-To-

.

i

PUBLIC SCHOOL NOTES
A Social meetinc of thé Pntrnha
Society was held in thp. IC. nf P
Hall, Thursday evenincr. March

The meeting was well attended by our citizens who seemed
to enjoy the program and entertainment. The program was;as
t
tuiiows:
Piano solo. Inez Trimhlo Health
ani Hygiene, Dr.M. M. Crocker,
vioun boio, Harold Mead, Accom
panied by Mrs. Joe Nygren,
Physical Culture in the Schools,
Matilda Beam. CvmnastiV Rv.
hibition, 8th and 9th Grade Girls
Piano bolo, Miss Garret. The
Purpose of the Society, Mrs. D,

Correct Attest :
John kohfon
I'elt-Joi h ,'in
V. II. Small
Director
Suhscrilied and sworn to before me this 14th
day ol March 116
Robert M. Reynolds, Notary Public

and

Entertainment

PRICES: Thursday; 15 and

25c

Phone42i
-

avMivis

For Our Regular Show

Tuesday

Office of the Commiasioner of Public Lands,
oíate ol new Mexico,
Santa Fe. New Mexico. March 10. 1916.
Notice
I hereby given that purauant to
oenaros.
the provisión
Act of Conirreaa ap
PICK-U- PS
After the program a short proved June 20, of1910,an the
laws of the State
and the rules and regula
business meetintr was VipIH . Mr otHonsnew ofMexico,
-the State Land Office, the
Morningstar was elected to. the Commissioner of Public Lands will of
at Public Sale, to the higheat
vacancy left by Mr. McCIure the fer
o clock
Dinner,
J
r. M., on
rormer Dresiaent of thf nnriMv Saturday, at
June 17, 1916, in the town of Silver
county
Mew Mexico,
city,
Urant,
ol
of
State
were also decided Opon in front of the court house therein,
Prizes
the folC
4.L
l
I
i
lowing
i
land,
viz.:
of
drscribtd
tract
yaras
iur uie Karuens, cieanesi
All of Sections 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, T. 21S., R.
pee
To
a woman get off a street cor best made nicht cown and Hiab rw., lois 1, t, 3, a, Sí'jNfcM, S'ilMWti, SW!4
EWSEW Sec. 1. All Sec. 30. All
SWliStM.
cloth and the most nnlntnhlo
backwards, and keep her feet.
31. ÉÜ, NWWSWK, SSWtf. WJ4NWH.
of bread, these to be awarded to Sec.
SEKNWtf Sec. 34, T. 21S., R. J0W-- , All of
To see a man yell for a clergyman the success! ui boy or girl by the sections l, t, 3, 4, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SiNtM.
SEUNWM. Sli Sec. 5. All of Sections 6. 7.
after the doctor lays he's got 24 hourt Society
the end of
8, 9. 10, 11, 17, 18, 20, 21, 28. NEH, Syi Sec. 29.
to Uve.
aec. ju j. ib., K. 1VW., Ail ol Sections
Bountiful refreshments were iu
1, 4, 5, 6, 7, I, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17 18, S'A
to
guests
sec.
by
served
the
See. 22.
Social
ii, ny,,
the
To see a man or woman bowl about
SEW,
N'SNEtf,
SKXNEtf.
NWKSWtf.
SK,SWK Sec. 23. Wtf Sec 24, WW Sec. 25,
cnlld culture only to learn they are Committee.
The first examination for the Ml of Sec. 26, Etf Sec. 27. All of Sections 30,
unmarried.
32, T. 22S., R. 20W-- , All of Sections 1, 2, 3,
ninth grade, given by the state, 31,
4, 5, 8, 9, 10, Uyi Sec. 12, W'S Sec. 14, All of
To see a man poke fun at a cheap will take place the first Friday Sections 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, NWtf. S'A Sec. 23,
SÜ Sec. 24, All of Sec. 25, T. 22S.. R. 21W.,
and Saturday in April.
automobile when he couldn't buy
The containing 40,469.28 acres. The
improvements
on
land conaiat of two wells and windbicycle tire.
Darents could hem their children mill,,thisvalue
$1120.
No bid will be accepted
by keeping them in the evenings for leas than three dollars ($3.00) per acre.
To see
person who never had to study.
above sale of landa will be aubiect
will come amiss for toThe
the following terms and conditions, vis.:
any temptations think he's better than none.
The successful bidder - must pay to the
the unfortunate who has been up
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent
h
holding
such
sale,
of
against temptation all his life.
the
pricea offered
by
hint
for tne land;
per
4
Lordsburg Man in Trouble
cent
intereat in advance
Inr
the balance of such purchase prices; the
To see a woman go out and blow
right
fees
for
The
advertising
to
state
appraisement
a
and
of
extra
and
in about S on trumperies while her
all coats incidental to the aale herein,
husband takes SO minutes from his territorial jurisdiction, an im- each and all of aaid amounta, muat be and
deportant point ia the enforcement posited in cash or certified exchenirc at the
day's work to eat a 15 cent lunch.
time of aale, and which aaid amounts and all
of the state prohibitory law, is of them are subject to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico if the auccessful
a
expected tobóme up in the
NEW MONEYMAKERS
do not execute a contract within thirty
of Manuel Morales, an engine days after
it has been mailed to them by
the State Land Office, said contract to proA compressed-ai- r
hammer has been hostler of Lordsburg, N.M. when vide for the payment
of the balances of the
he is tried in the justice court purchase prices of said tracta
of land in thirty
tnveuted for breaking up pavements.
equal,
annual
installments,
interest on all
Thursday on a charge of in deferred payments at, the with
rate of four per
An English engineer has patented troducing liquor into the state of cent per annum, in advance, paymenta and
interest due on October 1st of each year,
an attachment for automobiles to col- Arizona
Tucson.
and such other conditions, obligationa,
lect the dust they raise in running.
and terms as may be required by
Morales is charged with having law.
whiskey
on
The Commissioner of Public Lands of New
secreted
an
engine
To lessen automobile headlight glare
Mexico, or his sgent holding such sale, rea Callfornian has invented a papei tender at Lordsburg for the pur- serves the right to reject any and all bida
offered
at aaid aale. Possession under conbag resembling a Chinese lantern to pose of evading the Arizona proof aale for the above described traot
hibitory law, The same liquor tracts
inclose an entire lamp.
will be given on or before October 1, 1916.
was taken from the hiding theWitneas my hand and the official aeal of
State Land Office this 10th day ol March.
A lock has been Invented which Is place by Mariano Pacho, a host-i- n A.
D. 1916.
eald to make It impossible for the
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Tucon, it is alleged, and abetCommissioner of Public Lands, Stata
heed of a sledge hammer to fly off the
found on Pacho implicated
of New Mexico.
Handle, even II It be broke.
First fPublicstion March 17, 1915. '
Morales in the deaL
Last Publication May 26, 1916. '
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ANY PLACE

DIAMOND FROM THE SKY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
PUBLIC LAND SALE. .

I'll

an V nPhone42
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vvva w wa saw
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W. M. BENTLEY.

Remember the Price, 10 and 15c

Every

K

Reasonable Rates

..

Proprietor

ANY TIME

..

Careful Drivers
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Insurance

Real Estate

nviiínnnfnf 0 Anminfirm
iMUiiiiuydidi cc auyuMiiiu
14 Leading Fire Insurance Companies

.ordsburg

juto (o.

It
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85 MINE STORE

lown Fnces at the X.r mine
camp. Free Automobile De-- b
.ilivery anywhere in this vicin-- 2
Citv flat Tnfincafnva Trioa Ia.?
fore You Buy.

;

Catarrh Cannot De Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS.
It thtr ennnot
Mt il Uit 01aw.
th
Culurrti i a bkxMl
I.tll
or
uIwum. Mud lu older to run It
jron uiuJt t.ik tulvriial rvuwitlPM.
Hull' (.'atarrb
4 ure U Ulu-mal acts uirti'tly uHa
1u
tUMd ami luufuua buiíj-- .
liall'a i'atarrti
ure la not a
It waa
br oaa ut tia
lirlrlana In tUla
rountrr for
end la a rfaular
It la comiKHiril of the leat toatf-- auown. eoni'
kn-(- l
ultb Ilia beat Mooil purlllera. actlair
oa the muwtu
aurfaeea. The perfect
mtilnall'in of tbi tuo luirrtiltenta Im wbat pr
riiK-eiriMMlerftl rexniia lu curing catarrb.
tekllnuiitlQla.
free.
brutl
CO.. Tropa., Toledo,
'. J. t'lltNEY
Sold ,f DruKlata. pr.-- TV.
Ja UaU't tamil fula fur coDiUrttloo.

a

at

ter

We have just received a
shipment of Columbia
No. 6 Storage Batteries.

tna
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ELECTRIC LIGHTS ?
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AUTO DELIVERY

For

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery

at

TEESH MEATS
Prompt Uelirorlp mailo In I.nrlHlurr

TRAIL

weeK.

lof

"85" Meat Market

Em MM

Is Your

Roberts & Leahy Mercantile Co.,
was a witness before the Grand
Jury at Silver City the last of the

'

oooocooecoooooooooooooc

UTTLE HOTEL CN THE OVERLAND

-

WORTHWHILE

85 Mine Directory

THIS IS THE EIGGEST

S. R. Dunniaran

in

j

lEOPRIETOB

plan

KAILS $1.00 AND UP

-

mm

9.

n.

TOTA1

etx.oi'ean

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Creswell
and family of Steins, were visitKeward.
J. W. Johnson has filed on his ors in Lordsburg Saturday
lesert claim in section one in the evening.
Animas valley
Sheriff H. J. McGrath and
Truck Delivery
F. O. McCauley returned Tues-la- y Deputy Cook of Hachita spent
noon from a vacation trirj to El the week-en- d
For Ice
here returning; to
Paso.
Silver City Sunday evening.
Mrs. J. H. Fitzoatrick. wife of
Mrs. J. H. Clark will entertain
the new owner of the Lordsburg at bridge at the Clark home at
Auto uompany arnved here the 85 mine on St Patrick s Day.
ruesday to join her husband.
evening.
Dem-njContractor Ed Moran of
r
Frank R. Coon of the 1st Nat
is here doing brick work for ional
Bank was a business visitor
Jack Heather.
in El Paso and Albuquerque the
Mike Leahy has filed on a home hrst of the week.
stead adjoining the J. A. Learjy
John Robson went to El Paso
rancn in me Animas.
on business Monday afternoon.
Lovd M. Sands of Summit- wa
here Monday transacting business
Mr. McKeehan of Tin nonn woo STAR
BEST on EARTH Every Loaf Wrapped
THEATRE
in town several days this week.
Sam Foster was here Tnesrliv
navigating on one crutch as the
Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Headresult of a sprained ankle.
quarters for everything in the Kakery Line. Special orders for
now showing
Fancy Bakery Uoods solicited. Irhone orders delivered.
Fred Braid foot wan rlnwn fmm
Steins Monday visiting friends
We Have the Business, and we Want YOUR Business
here.
Big Universal Program
Orders Solicited
Our Guarantee Protects You.
Arthur P . Warrior
nooainr,
Friday and Saturday. Nights
it
Ml&OIUCMb
OT Ine S'.T a ......
nm cr Iw.i.fSMi.j
'.nmnanw .iaO in
38
Phone
v
ill
the city on business.
J. H. Henson, Manager
Paul Nesch, Proprietor
Plenty of Fun, Thrills
-

66
84

T

with
Federal Reseñe Banks

VT .LU
EL PAPO, TEXAS

I''i

Time Deposits (payable after 30 days, or subject
to 3o day or more notice) :
40. Certificates of Deposit 25 129 30
46.

t1 n J? iIV

Tutors rmrticnlarlv to Minino- nnd rnUlemen and their families.
Ludios' dinning room will sent one hundred perrons IiutTet for men will seat
sixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and ' private dinners,
will seat ninety persons.

-

105 60

if5

rr Vj
iJ th

f

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery

2 082 09

.

27.
.to.

STORE

8i

LIABIMT1I g
4.
S.
Jo.

AT OUR

6,'

6S8

I

ICE

1

Redemption fund with
U.S. Treasurer and due
from U. S. Treasurer,.
TOTA

44A

5 200 00

'

Notes o other National
Unnka
Coin an. I certificates.

$238

26
3 ?no 00
1 6t0 on

hnrniuirr und Fix. tires

M.

1916

gering illness.
Plans are being completed for
$75,000 Masonic Temple for Sil
ver City.
Richard Yountr returned to
Wednesday morninir
Lordsbursr
from a trip to Kentucky, Mississ- ppi, and other southern points,
tnd lias taken a notation in thn
hardware deDartment of the Eairle
Drug Mercantile Co.'s store. x
Kid Fargo received a decision
over Larry Strouer at Tyrone Sat- irday night after a hard mill of
ten spasms.
J. II. Henderson of Animan was
here Tuesday night on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Henderson have just
returned from a triD bv motor
through the cattle country of
Texas and report it in bad condition
Dog Strayed : White Poodle dog,
tnswers to the name of "Boy." Has
brown eyes and black nose. Notify
Naomi Pippin at G. W. Hanner's.

111

Special price by the dozen
Take advantage while

they last

;

i

;

The Overland Agency

See Us

First

Lordsburg Auto Co.

J

